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Abstract 

 

Expressing, Entertaining, Empowering Queerness: Ellen DeGeneres 

 

Ming-Hao Hsieh, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Mary Beltran  

 

The discourse constructing a queer representative with LGBT identity embodies 

subversive queer rebellion grounding interdependence between advertisers, stars, and 

audiences in commercial television. Considering her media roles for American Express, 

CoverGirl, and J.C. Penney, as well as a daytime talk show host, Ellen DeGeneres 

expresses queerness, queer moments, and space in accordance with anti-

heteronormativity described by Alexander Doty in Making Things Perfectly Queer. In the 

mainstream advertising, using LGBT subculture texts is a strategy for advertisers to 

target mass heterosexual consumers, while simultaneously not to alienate homosexual 

communities. In U.S. daytime television programming, The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

emblematizes identity declaration of Ellen’s coming out episodes in 1997 and embodies 

entertaining segments in terms of a coming out party through talking, dancing, and 

liberating. In audience reception, viewers, based on egalitarianism, are empowered by a 

moment of pleasure, sympathy, and liberation in relation to DeGeneres’ queer 

performance in the media. Through identifying three main media practices, advertising, 

broadcasting, and, spectating, I conclude with a discourse that DeGeneres, as a queer 



 v 
 

representative, signifies a satirical token of homonormativity to negotiate 

heteronormative media narratives in the mainstream media.  
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Boys, Boys, Boys 

We like boys in cars 

Buy us drinks in bars 

—Lady Gaga, The Fame, 2007 

 

Queers, Queers, Queers 

We like queers in closets 

Drive us nuts in minds 

—Ming-Hao, Hsieh, 2012 
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INTRODUCTION  

 Advertisers, networks, and audience members ultimately interweave obscure 

interdependent relationships in the American television industry. Within these three 

overlapping perspectives, television has become a social institution, a discursive practice, 

and a site of cultural interpretation. Queer representatives such as that of LGBT identity 

Ellen DeGeneres, embody and give meaning to discourses of racial, gender, and sexual 

performance in the mass media. Ellen DeGeneres, considering her popularity as a public 

figure, probably has been the most influential lesbian representative in the contemporary 

U.S. television industry. Her daily daytime talk show, The Ellen DeGeneres Show has 

successfully won thirty-five Daytime Emmys. DeGeneres was voted as the favorite talk 

show host by Parade.com readers (O’Neill, 2011), named one of the “power players who 

shape your TV habits” (Levine, 2008), listed in Time magazine’s 100 most influential 

people (2010), and named one of the Forbes Top Five Most Influential Women in Media 

(Nguyen, 2011). Ellen DeGeneres, from a stand-up comedian to a controversial sitcom 

actress1, and now a notable daytime talk show host, has a career trajectory that leads me 

to meditate on recent scholarly analyses of lesbians in the entertainment industry, 

including Jennifer Reed’s argument that “lesbians are supposed to be a threat to the most 

basic organizing principle of hegemonic social structures” (2005, p. 23). In addition, 

Rachel Loewen Walker determines that gay characters “still predominantly occupy 

supporting and undeveloped or inconsequential roles, and their relationships are either 

read through a heteronormative lens or are entirely absent” (2010, p. 18). Beyond Ellen 

DeGeneres, audiences can identify only a few openly lesbian celebrities in the media 

such as Jane Lynch (an actress in Glee), Wanda Sykes (an actress and comedian), and 

Rosie O'Donnell (a former daytime talk show host).  
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  Furthermore, in comparing lesbian with gay male representations, lesbians 

remain largely ignored by the mainstream media. According to a report measuring ads in 

the Advocate, Out, and Curve, Ronald Alsop claims that in these three gay publications, 

only 27% of the advertising targets lesbians (1999). In The Rise of Enlightened Sexism, 

Susan J. Douglas questions: “Why lesbians have remained virtually invisible?” (2010, p. 

210). It is problematic that the public and the media ignore lesbian visibility. (Needless to 

say, other sexual minority groups such as bisexuals and transsexuals have been 

marginalized in the media as well.) Douglas also argues that in The L Word (2004-2009), 

the only lesbian TV show after Ellen2 (1994-1998) that aired more than one season, the 

series cast members of good-looking women neglects other lesbian representations with 

unglamorous characteristics such as unruliness or unattractive features. In addition, 

according to Showtime executive Gary Levine, catering to male-driven fantasies of 

lesbian sex is an inevitable way to raise ratings (Sedgwick, 2009). Suzanna D. Walters 

claims that The L Word depicts lesbian identities, saturating the “object of heterosexual 

curiosity” (2001, p. 105). This indicates that not only have sexist norms not been 

removed on television but also that television narratives have focused on lesbianism 

through heterocentric lens. In addition, in relation to homosexual representations on 

television, networks and audiences seem to accommodate such ludicrous characters as 

Jack and the not-explicitly-homosexual Will on “Will & Grace,” while not permitting the 

lesbian authenticity of Ellen Morgan (the lesbian character that DeGeneres performed on 

Ellen). Given the homosexual representations in the unbalanced media ecology, lesbians 

have no doubt struggled to adapt to the mainstream, but somehow gay men have 

survived. The absence of queer representation is alarming and highlights the lack of 

diversity in American television.  
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 In the contemporary television industry, Ellen DeGeneres can be identified as a 

recognizable “queer” representative. In relation to increased gay and lesbian visibility and 

complexity, in this thesis I use “queer” as an umbrella term for sexual minorities 

including LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) in order to highlight 

DeGeneres’ influential media performances. In Making Things Perfectly Queer, 

Alexander Doty’s queer theory grounds my arguments of queerness throughout my three 

chapters. Doty gives a clear definition of queerness: “queerness is a quality related to any 

expression that can be marked as contra-, non-, or anti-straight” (1993, p. xv). He does 

not limit the meaning of queer to homosexuality or bisexuality, but states that queerness 

can be interpreted as “more than one specific form of non-straight sexuality” (p. xvi). 

Doty also suggests,   

“new queer spaces open up whenever someone moves away from using only one 

specific sexual identity category─ gay, lesbian, bisexual, or straight─ to 

understand and to describe mass culture, and recognizes that texts and people’s 

responses to them are more sexually transmutable than any one category could 

signify that of queer” (p. xviii).  

Doty not only offers an intriguing way to investigate these subcultural queer texts but 

also postulates queerness as a political position of non-normative and oppositional 

politics. 

 Under a cultural framework of the interdependence between advertisers, networks, 

and audiences in the U.S. television business, I have organized DeGeneres’ queer 

visibility into a culturally compounded site. I posit Ellen DeGeneres as an influential 

queer representative with lesbian identity who articulates, produces, and circulates 

queerness in terms of anti-heteronormativity in the media. DeGeneres’ deviant sexual 

orientation transforms her heteronormative performances and brings about a subversive 
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resistance at some queer moments. Each chapter covers, respectively, a range of 

commercial performance (advertising), television production (networks), and audience 

reception (audiences) as a means to analyze these three main practices of construction 

embedded in a particular queer representative, Ellen DeGeneres. I argue that the three 

main practices- advertisers, networks, and audiences- have shaped a queer representative 

that constructs empowering visibility and performance.  

 In this thesis, I will examine DeGeneres’ performance of media texts and 

television practices for the strategies that advertisers, audiences, and a TV celebrity 

contribute to constraining the queer representative of race, gender, and sexuality. In 

Chapter 1, “Expressing Queerness in advertising: The Cover Girl̶Ellen DeGeneres,” I 

investigate how advertisers construct DeGeneres’ imagery in advertising, including 

American Express, CoverGirl, and J.C. Penney. My analyses of DeGeneres’ celebrity 

endorsements are to understand how cultural narratives formulate DeGeneres’ queerness 

in the mainstream advertising. In Chapter 2, “Entertaining Queerness in Television: The 

Talking Girl̶Ellen DeGeneres,” I propose that The Ellen DeGeneres Show serves as a 

new version of a coming out party with “Ellen” in 1997. Within the authoritative 

production perspective, DeGeneres has agency to address queer narratives in relation to 

lesbian identity in The Ellen DeGeneres Show. I argue that the format of a coming out 

party with “Ellen” embodies DeGeneres’ daytime talk show segments, including her 

coming out opening, daily monologues, dancing, and coming out declarations by 

celebrity interviews. These segments contain queer moments and space of anti-

heteronormativity in relation to queerness described by Alexander Doty in Making 

Things Perfectly Queer. The Ellen DeGeneres Show signifies a discourse of liberal 

declarations of LGBT identity in the American television industry. In Chapter 3, 

“Empowering Queerness for Audiences: You Go Girl̶Ellen DeGeneres,” I suggest that 
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The Ellen DeGeneres Show’s official channel on Youtube can be regarded as a public 

sphere that gives viewers power to digest, depict, and disclose media texts. I focus on a 

timeline of DeGeneres’ J.C. Penney controversy in 2012.3 I analyze the media, 

DeGeneres’ responses, J.C. Penney’s statements, and audiences’ comments in order to 

understand how public opinions reflect a social debate. Realizing audiences’ reactions is 

a comprehensive method to conceive of the idea of social value in queer visibility and 

politics. Within these chapters, I pursue a discourse of a queer representative, regarding 

Ellen DeGeneres as a case study, within media construction through marketing, 

broadcasting, and viewing perspectives of queer visibility and politics in the mass media. 
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Chapter 1: Expressing Queerness in Advertising: The Cover Girl 

 Stephen Tropiano states, “As in the real world, television characters reside in a 

predominantly heterosexual world. When gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender TV 

characters visit Planet Hetero— either in a regular, recurring, or single episode 

capacity— they are often treated like alien invaders” (2002, p. 109). Tropiano’s 

statement explains how queer representatives have been viewed as unwelcome guests 

intruding into an allegedly ostensible heterocentric reality. Moral guardians who 

condemned these invaders apprehended questionable network censorship that retaliation 

might result from their transgressive behaviors and continued appearance in the media. 

As a unique invader in the heterosexual-dominated media world, Ellen DeGeneres has 

been the most notable openly lesbian celebrity throughout the television industry, as a 

stand-up comedian, a sitcom actress, a daytime talk show host, a CoverGirl spokesperson, 

and now a J.C. Penney representative.  

 Even though advertisers and networks view DeGeneres as a likable television 

celebrity now, conversely, in 1997 DeGeneres’ landmark coming out TV show, Ellen4 

was facing the dilemma of cancelled ads’ sponsorship on account of her lesbian sexuality. 

Otherwise, at that moment DeGeneres’ coming out episodes not only made prime time 

television history but also created a media event in America. Because of its noticeable 

media effect, the controversial episodes polarized advertisers. On the one hand, based on 

strong hostility toward homosexuality, it was “homophobia” that caused Chrysler and 

J.C. Penney (two major advertisers) to drop their sponsorship of the show. Also, an ABC 

affiliate in Birmingham, Alabama, refused to broadcast the coming out episodes (Steyn, 

p. 49). On the other hand, although Ellen’s popularity had been declining, the first 

coming out episode (The Puppy Episode 1) attracted more than double Ellen’s usual 
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audience. Perhaps surprisingly to ABC, it lured an estimated forty-two million people, 

the third largest audience for a single series episode in television history (Tracy, 2005, p. 

259). The advertising rate for a thirty-second commercial went for up to twenty percent 

higher than Ellen’s regular $17,000 fee because of considering national exposure to wider 

demographics (Grover, p.6). The Ellen’s coming out episodes reflected how sponsors’ 

marketing strategies and politics effectively pursued the goal of maximum interests. 

Moreover, this coming out controversy uncovered modern marketers’ dilemma of 

cautiously embracing homosexuals and simultaneously not irritating heterosexuals.  

 Fifteen years later, on January 25, 2012 J.C. Penney, one of the biggest American 

department store chains, distributed a news release to the media announcing their 

exclusive partnership with Ellen DeGeneres. A few days later, the renewed partnership 

not only attracted media attention but also met fierce opposition. One Million Moms, an 

offshoot of the American Family Association, was opposed to the strategy and stated 

“J.C. Penney thinks hiring an open homosexual spokesperson will help their business 

when most of their customers are traditional families.”5 Opposing this view, The Gay & 

Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) launched an online “Stand Up for 

Ellen” campaign to convince J.C. Penney not to dissolve the partnership with DeGeneres. 

Although more than 10,000 people have stood up for Ellen through the online campaign, 

according to GLAAD, apparently, DeGeneres was blamed for her sexuality, again, as an 

openly queer representative in the media.6  

 In this Cultural War, the involved advertiser (J.C. Penney), representative (Ellen 

DeGeneres), and opponent (One Million Moms) have become the focus of attention in 

the media. It is ironic that back in 1997, based on a strong opposition; Chrysler and J.C. 

Penney (two major advertisers) dropped their sponsorship of DeGeneres’s landmark 

coming out TV show, Ellen. After fifteen years, once again J.C. Penney was forced to 
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carefully assess the potential impact of homosexuality. This time J.C. Penney decided to 

stick with Ellen DeGeneres in spite of conservative protests and a boycott.7 It is obvious 

that there is no consensus on family values in this Cultural War, among implicated 

marketers, networks, and consumers. However, it is unavoidable that this argument is 

connected to broader discussions of social justice in terms of race, class, gender, and 

sexual orientation. With Ellen DeGeneres as an openly queer representative with a 

lesbian identity, her career trajectory encompassed a gallery of types connoting queerness 

with regard to anti-heteronormativity. In this chapter, I will investigate DeGeneres’s 

commercial performances as a spokesperson with three main advertisers including 

American Express (2004-2008)8, CoverGirl (2008-2012)9, and J.C. Penney (2012-

present)10. The spokesperson in these three different advertisements is a site for the 

encoding of gender deviance and decoding of queer politics.  

Reaching minority groups without annoying the majority has been a modern dilemma 

for marketers. Research finds that in the mainstream marketplace, targeting homosexual 

groups in advertising should include homosexual subcultural symbols (Oakenfull, 

McCarthy, and Greenlee, 2008). However, a finding suggests that directly launching 

products to attract homosexuals may have a negative impact on branding for heterosexual 

consumers (Bhat, Leigh, and Wardlow, 1998). Another problem also arises; unlike races 

easily identified by skin colors, homosexuals are not identified by appearance. Among 

overall consumers, homosexuals are historically invisible in demographics. When 

advertisers make marketing strategies to focus on specific groups, four criteria must exist: 

targets have to be identifiable, accessible, measurable, and profitable (Astroff, 1989). 

Although advertisers are eager to reach mass consumers in order to tout their products, 

some minority groups, such as LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) 

individuals are not ignored during decisive moments of marketing strategy. Many 
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marketers allegedly regard homosexuals (also including LGBT groups) as niche markets 

because they represent a group of valuable consumers possessing large amounts of 

disposable income. Specific gay-focused market research shows that homosexual markets 

include 21 million people in the U.S. with an estimated total annual income over $641 

billion (Witeck and Combs, 2006). In order to reach profitable homosexual consumers, 

Lisa Peñaloza suggests that according to the previously successful case of African-

American and Hispanic “crossovers,” homosexuals viewed their acceptance in the 

commercial world as a progressive step in the gay social movement (1996). Therefore, 

advertising homosexual texts could be regarded as communicating queerness in terms of 

non-heterosexual dominant messages which queer groups can engage in. Of course, 

LGBT people are thrilled to see the first out lesbian representative partnering with 

American Express, CoverGirl and J.C. Penney, but I argue that marketers restrain 

DeGeneres’ performance in the mainstream market due to queer politics.  

Ellen DeGeneres as a notable spokesperson not only deserves an analysis of how she 

destroys the instability of sexual categories and sexual subjects but also how her 

commercial performances challenges the formal and informal inclusion and power in 

prevailing social categories. From a marketer’s perspective, I will focus on DeGeneres’ 

non-straight normativity in American Express, CoverGirl, and J.C. Penney commercials 

that abide by the concept of heteronormativity. DeGeneres’ deviant heterosexual 

performances become queer moments that intensify a discourse of queerness. My 

discussion of DeGeneres’ performing queerness addresses three imbricated areas of 

inquiry: the narrative function of American Express, CoverGirl, and J.C. Penney 

spokesperson characters in the heterosexual social regime; the significance of queerness 

in these gender performances in terms of recognizable lesbian identity; and the 

interpretation of star images as cultural signs in the television industry, equally as in the 
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reception practices of queer culture. Given the dominance of heteronormativity, 

DeGeneres’ lesbian identity, queer practices and politics possibly align with those 

heterosexuals and simultaneously do not ignore homosexuals. I argue that DeGeneres’ 

queer moments construct a new political identity that is liberating and inclusive of all 

queers who are rejected by the white middle- and upper class dominant heteronormative 

system.  

 The politics of passing her lesbian identity into heterosexual normativity aligns 

with a compromise marketing strategy: targeting a minority without losing the majority. 

Scholars have studied the notion of passing in terms of race, gender, and now sexuality. 

Corinne E. Blackmer writes, “homosexuals continue to occupy both in law and culture an 

analogous if not parallel position to that held by the minority of African Americans” 

(1995, p. 54). In addition, she contends that “‘passing’ now refers almost exclusively to 

the self-protective disguise of identity practiced by lesbians and gays in a society 

presumed and enjoined to be universally heterosexual” (p. 54). Helene A. Shugart 

synthesizes earlier studies relating to racial passing and finds that there are two ways to 

pass and disguise one’s authentic identity. The first is aesthetic or visual; visual signifiers 

such as skin color, physical markers, or biological stigmas are used to racially identify 

human beings. The second is disidentification, which Shugart describes as “the conscious 

and active dissociation” separating yourself from your true identity and assuming an 

acceptable identity (2003, p. 35). I draw on these two theories to analyze DeGeneres’ 

performances in American Express, CoverGirl, and J.C. Penney commercials. These 

portrayed DeGeneres as following a center of heteronormativity but included submerged 

subcultural queer messages. Moreover, the subcultural queer messages become 

negotiable queer texts that audiences can read and relate to DeGeneres’ lesbian identity.  
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AMERICAN EXPRESS  

 In a heterosexual privileged world, the best strategy to illustrate DeGeneres’ 

sexuality in the mainstream marketplace and not create controversy is to hide her lesbian 

identity. DeGeneres thus “passes” as the majority, heterosexuals. Beginning in 2004, 

DeGeneres shot her first American Express TV commercials, “Meditation” and “Ellen 

Dance.” These two commercials focus on what celebrities do in their lives. The themes 

avoid mentioning her lesbian identity or sexually provocative messages. Audiences can 

recognize her as Ellen DeGeneres but not as a lesbian in these commercials. The “Ellen 

Works with Animals” commercial featured a story line that many animals interact with 

DeGeneres in a TV work place. Again, DeGeneres does not reveal her lesbian identity in 

this commercial. In order to “pass” in the heterosexual system, this time she works with 

animals. These non-human characters can be regarded as asexual. If these animals don’t 

show sexual organs, audiences hardly differentiate sexes in a short TV commercial. 

DeGeneres’ sexuality remains in the closet without direct homonormative messages. 

  In addition to not explicitly revealing her lesbian identity as I mentioned before, 

some subversive queer moments against a heteronormative system existed. In American 

Express’s “Ellen Dance,” DeGeneres does not dance sexually but causally, and most of 

the time she dances by herself. Even when she dances beside a group of men who play tai 

chi, those men are not interested in her moves or dancing. Dance can be viewed as a form 

of non-verbal communication in social interaction for human beings. Often, dancing 

expresses sexiness and sexuality between men and women. After a group of men ignore 

DeGeneres’ dancing in the first scene, DeGeneres intrigues a woman and starts dancing 

with her in the second scene. This African American woman walks into an elevator 

where DeGeneres has danced. The African American woman looks DeGeneres up and 

down and wonders what she is doing. The next shot features that the woman dancing 
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beside DeGeneres, when another man walks into the elevator. Then the scene changes 

into the footage of DeGeneres strolling alone on the road. Does this reveal an interesting 

message that DeGeneres can intrigue and interact with women but somehow not men? At 

this point, her counter-heteronormative performance can signal queerness in association 

with her lesbian identity within a heteronormative construction.  

 In the “Ellen’s People” TV commercial, Ellen teams up with Beyoncé Knowles11 

to promote the brand campaign, “Are you a Cardmember?.” This TV commercial features 

Ellen DeGeneres as a talk show host attempting to find “her people” after Beyoncé 

Knowles invites DeGeneres to “Just have your people call my people” to receive tickets 

to her upcoming concert. The script follows how DeGeneres finds exactly who “her 

people” are. DeGeneres tries to call her first people, her agent, Eddie. DeGeneres tells 

Eddie her intention to call him for Beyoncé’s concert tickets and explains that she 

considers Eddie “her people.” Eddie pokes fun at DeGeneres, answering her question 

with “People?! We are like family.” Then Eddie turns off her phone call because of his 

call waiting and does not answer DeGeneres clearly. Humorously, DeGeneres also hastily 

hangs up and keeps walking through the TV studio waiting lounge rooms.  

 The next scene, as far as I am concerned, is the queerest moment in this whole TV 

commercial. When DeGeneres murmurs “gonna find my people,” she passes by a waiting 

lounge room crowded with a group of men. Though DeGeneres notices their existence, 

she only says friendly “Hey guys!” and then keeps looking for her people. I suggest that 

the term of “guys” expresses queerness. Certainly these people are distinctly identified as 

male from their appearances. However, she does not say “Hey men!” or “Hey bros” to 

indicate their sexes but she refers to the word of “guys.” According to Merriam-

Webster’s online dictionary, one of the definitions of “guy” is “ used in plural to refer to 

the members of a group regardless of sex.12” LGBT groups are distinguished from 
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heterosexual-oriented sex categories due to their sexual orientations. Based on dualism of 

word interpretation, using the word “guy” not only excludes either male or female 

biological sexes but also includes possible LGBT socially constructive genders, both 

male and female.  

 By applying the explicative method of alternative meanings, words and phrases 

formulate duplex and unconventional interpretations. In literature, authors adopt double-

entendre and are adept at constructing hidden meaning in their writings. To cite the 

definition of “Double Entendre” from online dictionary of literary terms, “DOUBLE 

ENTENDRE (French, "double meaning"): The deliberate use of ambiguity in a phrase or 

image--especially involving sexual or humorous meanings13.” Taking Geoffrey 

Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales as an example, in the Wife of Bath’s Tale, Chaucer uses 

the word “queynte” to imply both domestic duties and genitalia. Perhaps connotation in 

literature is empirical evidence to prove that a suitable metaphor consists of one 

straightforward first meaning and the other implicitly hidden meaning (2008). Once 

readers do not recognize the second meaning, a word retains its denotation; once its 

implication is detected, the connotation won’t be offensive to the first meaning.  

 Moving from words’ double meanings to cultural symbol translation, Richard 

Dyer points out “typical” lesbian and gay representations:  

“A major fact about being gay is that it doesn’t show…There are signs of gayness, a 

repertoire of gestures, expressions, stances, clothing, and even environments that 

bespeak gayness, but these are cultural forms designed to show what the person’s 

person alone does not show: that he or she is gay” (1993, p. 19).  

Clothing is possibly considered an indication of gayness in relation to one’s sexuality. 

As DeGeneres says, “Hey guys,” five guys appear in this shot. This shot is too short to 

differentiate every guy’s appearance but two guys’ outfits stand out more. One of them 
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wears fitted leather garments with some leather and metal accessories, and another man 

dresses in a police uniform, while the rest of the men are not clearly identified with their 

clothes. The two noticeable costumes contain connotative homosexual codes, as leather 

garments and police uniforms are at times LGBT subculture symbols for gay males 

(Rubin, 1998). For those viewers not familiar with LGBT semiological symbolism, these 

guys are performers wearing costumes. As mentioned earlier, when marketers strive to 

reach both heterosexual and homosexual consumers, an advertising strategy approaching 

the mainstream should consist of homosexual symbolic texts or subtexts whenever 

possible (Oakenfull, McCarthy, and Greenlee, 2008). This marketing policy offers a 

comfort zone for DeGeneres to denotatively target her people and connotatively illustrate 

queerness with lexicology and LGBT subculture symbolism.  

 The plot of finding Ellen’s people continues; at last DeGeneres realizes that 

American Express is the one who can help her. This commercial ends in a conversation at 

Knowles’ concert backstage between DeGeneres and Knowles.  

Knowles: “I am glad you could come. ” 

DeGeneres: “Oh yeah, well, I had people, you know?” 

Knowles: “That’s too much.” (Knowles politely walks away.) 

DeGeneres: “OK! we will do lunch. Great! Have your people call my people.” 

(DeGeneres solely stands there and finishes her lunch invitation with Knowles.)  

Commercial voice-over: “Are you getting the most of entertainment? Are you a card 

member?”  

The conversation stops when DeGeneres thinks they are more than a singer and a 

viewer and keeps trying to build a relationship with Knowles. However, Knowles smiles 

and politely turns DeGeneres down with “That’s too much.” What exactly is too much? 

Is Knowles not interested in knowing who DeGeneres’ people are? Or are advertisers not 
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willing to reveal DeGeneres’ real people? Or is Knowles not interested in interracial or 

homosexual relationships? All possibilities can confuse viewers, but the commercial 

eliminates further guessing. Human behaviors of consumption terminate the intimate 

relationship (close friendship or potentially lesbianism) between DeGeneres and 

Knowles, while the voice-over declares that American Express is the bridge connecting 

two people’s interactions. Consumerism, including being an American Express card 

member, can shape a market regardless of races, genders, and classes. Although the 

advertiser emphasizes the view of consuming behaviors in the end, the commercial not 

only features selling card membership but also allows performers to express their 

identities (and correlate them closely with their performances) in accordance with their 

racial, gender, and sexual politics. 

  

COVERGIRL  

 Technically, celebrity endorsement strategically incorporates stars’ imagery, 

sponsors’ contributions, and consumers’ recognition. A match-up celebrity endorsement 

in advertising effectively creates a win-win situation that includes monetary value, 

product compatibility, and endorser credibility. For investors, on the one hand, a suitable 

celebrity becomes a key contributor who is worth the cost due to a beneficially 

encouraging profit and prestige. For endorsers, on the other hand, a favorable 

endorsement brings about money, popularity, and publicity. After analyzing 110 celebrity 

endorsement contracts, Agrawal and Kamakura argue that the use of celebrity 

endorsement enhances economically worthwhile investments in advertising, though this 

strategy results in marketing expenditure of enormous amounts of money (1995).  
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 CoverGirl has been famous for their branding with celebrity endorsements that 

incorporate celebrity (imageries) in their cosmetics advertising. In 1992, Kim Foltz 

published “All About/Cover Girls; The Look That Sells Is Both Girl-Next-Door and 

Celebrity,” which depicts how cover girls symbolize new looks and a standard of beauty 

that women longingly admire and pursue. Begun in 1959, Noxell Corporation (which 

merged with the Procter & Gamble Company in 1989) launched a series of long-running 

campaigns for CoverGirl cosmetics, which appeared in fashion magazines and other 

publications, in order to advertise a brand of CoverGirl makeup. Jan Rylander was 

chosen as the first model for CoverGirl cosmetics to appear on the cover of Mademoiselle 

magazine. Many earlier CoverGirl models, such as Cheryl Tiegs and Christie Brinkley, 

began Hollywood careers and were famed for reigning CoverGirl campaigns lasting two 

decades from the late 1970s to the 1990s. 

 In September 2008, Ellen DeGeneres, as an openly lesbian celebrity, signed with 

CoverGirl and Olay as the spokeswoman for their Simply Ageless makeup line. Different 

from her previous television persona as an actress and talk show host, as a CoverGirl, 

DeGeneres represents a product that is highly associated with beauty and femininity. A 

vice president of Procter & Gamble, the parent company of CoverGirl, Eggleston Bracey 

said. “In Ellen [DeGeneres], she sees a slightly better version of herself, someone 

appealing from the inside out.”14 However, media critics suspected and debated the 

connections between DeGeneres’ TV persona and CoverGirl’s cosmetic attributes. 

ChickAdvisor, a female-oriented advising website, headlined DeGeneres’ endorsement 

“Can Funny do Pretty? Ellen as the New Face of CoverGirl,” contending that “We love 

Ellen and think she is a blast but haven't ever thought of her as a beauty icon.”15 

Alessandra Stanley, a television critic for The New York Times, commented that 

DeGeneres’ CoverGirl campaign is “a coup for a lesbian in her 50s best known for a 
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tomboyish, no-makeup look.”16 These polarized remarks trigger an inquisition regarding 

how the female mainstream market receives the commodication of DeGeneres’ 

androgynous appearance and her lesbian identity. How does DeGeneres’ commercial 

visibility connect race, gender, and sexuality? How do DeGeneres’ gender and sexual 

character fundamentally affect her performance of cultural expression and social 

recognition?  

 Cosmetic manufacturers like CoverGirl heavily rely on beautiful famous stars to 

sell their physical attractiveness in advertising. Gordon L. Patzer claims, “physical 

attractiveness is an informational cue; it involves effects that are subtle, pervasive, and 

inescapable; produces a definite pattern of verifiable differences; and transcends culture 

in its effects” (1985, p. 30). According to B. Zafer Erdogan’s analysis of “The Source 

Attractiveness Model,” the effectiveness of attractiveness consists of “similarity” and 

“familiarity” (1999, p. 299). Endorsers’ physical attractiveness as communication 

patterns construct similar resemblance and familiar exposure between endorsers and 

consumers. From a marketing perspective, CoverGirl takes DeGeneres’ advantages of a 

likable girl-next-door personality, an identifiable pretty blond look, and readily sellable 

fame on television to frame “similarity” and “familiarity.” First, DeGeneres’ white blond 

ethnicity greatly contributes to her manifestation of beauty. Second, DeGeneres’ tomboy 

chic highlights the diversity of previous classically feminine CoverGirl stars like Christie 

Brinkley17 and Molly Sims.18 Also, DeGeneres’ comedic performance discerns her ads 

from those of other CoverGirl celebrities such as Cindy Crawford and Drew Barrymore, 

whose commercials are aimed at alluring fascination. Third, DeGeneres’ sexuality 

possibly targets a lesbian market that advertisers have been eager to reach for a long time.  

 Racial diversity as a marketing strategy expands the potential CoverGirl market, 

but marketers are inclined to hire more stereotypical models to sell CoverGirl cosmetics. 
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Stacy Flaherty, the executive director of the Center for Advertising History at the 

Smithsonian Institute in Washington, claims that there have been trends for what makes a 

good CoverGirl, though fashion trends have changed over time. However, “Blond hair is 

still a plus, but race no longer matters.”19 The president of New Solutions Marketing, 

Jody Crane, said CoverGirl diversifies its celebrity endorsers such as Queen Latifah, 

Drew Barrymore, and now Ellen DeGeneres because these CoverGirls are 

“approachable” and with “approachability comes relevance. Shoppers look at them and 

tell themselves, ‘Oh, I can see myself using this product.’” 20 In the case of CoverGirl, 

non-white representatives add variety but stereotypical representatives still dominate and 

represent beauty.  

 Research found that consumers prefer positive stereotypes with regard to their 

physical beauty that prove more persuasiveness toward consumers’ buying decision 

(Baker and Churchill 1977; Chaiken 1979). DeGeneres may identify herself as different 

from mainstream CoverGirl models. She states, “To me, beauty is about being 

comfortable in your own skin. It’s about knowing and accepting who you are. I’m happy 

being who I am. I am confident, I live honestly and truthfully, and I think that’s why I 

was chosen as the first fifty-year-old, openly gay CoverGirl. It’s just a bonus that I have 

devastatingly blue eyes” (2011, p. 6). DeGeneres’ blue eyes are not just a bonus; I argue 

that they are an advantage to her CoverGirl image. Even Jane Lynch (another publicly 

known lesbian who plays Sue Sylvester in Glee) endorses O.P.I. nail lacquer. Her 

stereotypical appearance: white, blond hair, and tomboy style clothing can be identified 

as similar to that of Ellen DeGeneres. Notwithstanding DeGeneres’ sexual identity, 

somehow her privileged white blond, blue eyes, and thin appearance legitimatizes her 

qualifications as a beauty icon. 
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 Advertisers greatly emphasize DeGeneres’ marketable tomboy fashion because 

the marketing strategy centering on tomboy or androgynous appearances directly 

straddles feminine and masculine categories. In Tomboy Chic: Re-Fashioning Gender 

Rebellion, Jamie Skerski writes, “The essence of tomboy style was to wear a masculine 

item of clothing (i.e. a blazer or tie), balanced with adequate feminine accessories” (2011, 

p. 473). In four DeGeneres CoverGirl commercials (from 2009 to 2011), she consistently 

keeps her tomboy style, which is familiar from her images on television. In addition, 

wearing pants, blazers, and suits makes DeGeneres distinct from others, more feminine 

CoverGirl endorsers. From a visible perspective, the tomboy look consists of mutual 

masculinity and femininity. Without revealing her lesbian identity, DeGeneres, who 

represents a tomboy fashion model as a CoverGirl with her femininity, can “pass” as a 

straight woman without visible queerness.   

 In order to “pass” in a heterosexually oriented gender system, DeGeneres’ 

supposedly lesbian outfits are assimilated with tomboy fashion narratives as a disguise 

that consumers can barely observe. Wearing tomboy style clothes does not reveal lesbian 

identity. However, I argue that tomboy or androgynous clothing embodies lesbian 

subculture texts that LGBT communities can engage in. Deeply exploring the notion of 

“passing,” based on a wide-ranging cultural study of aesthetic surgery, Sander L. Gilman 

defines “‘passing’ as moving into and becoming invisible within a desired “natural” 

group” (1999, p. 22). Gilman argues that one way people can pass is by undertaking 

aesthetic procedures to change their looks in order to better fit into the mainstream of a 

society. Because beauty is culturally constituted, he believes that everyone tries to fit into 

this social value system by concealing or removing his or her visible stigmas. If people 

are outside of the system, they have to “pass” to blend into one group or category. Taking 

nineteenth-century Jews as an example, Gilman states that because Jews desired to be 
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German, they believed that aesthetic surgery was a way to remove a stigma of a large 

nose, to construct mental happiness, and to fit into the German’s category of beauty in 

society. Within the “passing” theory, in Lesbian Bodies: Tribades, Tomboys, and Tarts, 

Barbara Creed remarks that through clothing and modern fashion images, the narcissistic 

lesbian body21 with regard to lesbianism has been portrayed in contemporary fashion 

magazines (1995). Creed also argues that lesbian appearance in association with tomboy 

looks offer a double consciousness of coexisting femininity for the male spectator gaze 

and a constructed masculinity in relation to lesbian identity. In CoverGirl TV 

commercials, DeGeneres can represent beauty and sexual categories because her white 

femininity shelters her lesbian masculinity. Tomboy clothing supports DeGeneres’ 

doubled lesbian identity as a mannish female.   

 Even though DeGeneres’ features allow her to be considered among 

stereotypically beautiful celebrities, her entertaining performance style is her distinctive 

trademark. In the first “I Told CoverGirl (2009)” commercial, at first sight, DeGeneres’ 

actions, poses, and gestures definitely make her look like a CoverGirl. In the next scene, 

she exaggerates her voice to express amusing articulation. DeGeneres seems to be a 

pretty professional comedian, not a beautiful professional model. At the end, while she is 

ready to say the classic CoverGirl slogan, “Easy, Breezy, Beautiful CoverGirl,” she 

confuses the two cameras. She says “Which camera? Because there is [are] two.” In 

“Why So Mad (2010),” she makes grimaces and laughs at how high fashion models look 

so mad. Also, in “Simply Ageless Year 3 (2011),” she states using CoverGirl helps you 

look younger, like a baby. Unlike other most CoverGirl commercials mainly aimed at 

alluring messages, DeGeneres’ CoverGirl ads express her quirky, entertaining 

personality. In relation to stereotypes, lesbians are not tempting for heterosexual males 

due to their unfeminine appearance. Consequently, CoverGirl abandons selling 
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DeGeneres as physically appealing because her lesbian identity problematizes whether 

she can be seen as possessing heterosexually-male-oriented attractiveness. Moreover, in 

the latest CoverGirl TV commercial, DeGeneres’ partner is Sofia Vergara, a Colombian 

actress. Like Beyoncé’ Knowles in the American Express commercial, DeGeneres’ 

companions in commercials are non-white and other racialized characters. A white 

stereotypical female character may too obviously remind audiences of lesbianism. These 

DeGeneres CoverGirl commercials provide opportunities to understand how nonspecific 

codes such as white stereotypical supremacy and androgynous appearance work together 

with specific codes like her lesbian identity and queer politics to construct a queer 

representative’s media narratives. 

 

J.C. PENNEY  

 Apparently, assertively believing in the benefits of celebrity endorsement is too 

risky. B. Zafer Erdogan, a marketing researcher, examines relevant research on celebrity 

endorsement and provides potential positive benefits and negative hazards when a 

product utilizes celebrity endorsement (1999). This study yields the following possible 

pitfalls: “overshadow the brand,” “public controversy,” “image change and 

overexposure,” “image change and loss of public recognition,” and expense (p. 295). In 

the J.C. Penney controversy mentioned earlier, public controversy becomes the core of 

disputation and causes a crisis that overshadows the brand. One Million Moms was 

dissatisfied with the new face of J.C. Penney because of DeGeneres’ sexuality that J.C. 

Penney stated that the department store shares “the same fundamental values as Ellen.”22 

This advocacy group disapproved and claimed that J.C. Penney should remain “neutral” 

in the culture war. Undoubtedly, J.C. Penney proceeds to crisis management in order to 
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not threaten its campaign with DeGeneres; this prolonged public dispute highlights 

American social change.     

 Different from DeGeneres’ coming out controversy on Ellen in 1997, though it 

still ignites contention, this time in 2012, J.C. Penney changed strategies and opened 

minds to approach LGBT groups. After Ellen’s coming out, the issue of homosexuality 

has been hotly debated in American society. LGBT representations have increased in the 

media and social activism also has been promoted, though through constant threats of 

boycotts. Since 1995, LGBT characters have had increased visibility, reaching a peak in 

2010 (23 LGBT characters out of 587 different characters were found across 84 scripted 

prime time programs).23 Gay men and couples appeared in many television shows such 

as Will & Grace (1998-2006), Six Feet Under (2001-2005), Queer Eye for the Straight 

Guy (2003-2007), and Brothers and Sisters (2006-2011). In 2010, The Gay & Lesbian 

Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) reported, “LGBT characters make up 3.9% of all 

series regulars on broadcast TV (in contrast to a lower percentage years ago, 1.4% in 

2005, 1.3% in 2006, and 1.1% in 2007).”24 In addition, in the 1990’s, unlike the anti-

gay policy, some companies like Calvin Klein, Banana Republic, Benetton, and IKEA 

launched homosexual related advertising campaigns in the mainstream. Moreover, most 

customers did not directly boycott these marketers (Oakenfull, McCarthy, & Greenlee, 

2008). Queer visibility in the media has not only increased in volume but also in 

improved politics. Therefore, based on the One Million Moms’ protest, this time how J.C. 

Penney utilizes DeGeneres in mainstream commercials becomes valuable to analyze.  

 On February 26, 2012, J.C. Penny exclusively debuted Ellen DeGeneres’ five 

commercials, “Changing room,” “Roman Returns,” “Western Coupons,” “Hat Pence No 

Pennies,” and “50’s Wake-Up” during the 84th Academy Awards. In Scheduling 

Normativity: Television, the Family, and Queer Temporality, Gary Needham argues that 
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time was central to operations of family viewing and cultural normativity (2008). 

Television and advertisers view prime time as a time when families gather and have 

incorporated family-oriented media texts on viewing television, while other scheduling 

segments in the morning and late night are marginalized as queer moments or not familial 

time. Because of the premiere schedule, these five DeGeneres TV ads aired on the 

heterosexual male-dominated prime time and also on the family-oriented awards 

ceremony. When J.C. Penney decided to premiere DeGeneres’ five TV commercials 

during the 84th Academy Awards, they aligned queer commercial narratives with the 

mainstream familial. In addition, according to a press release, brandadvisor, a creative 

firm, recently worked with J.C. Penney and announced their J.C. Penney commercial 

politics: “The five spots highlight some of J.C. Penney's initial changes to the store 

experience, communicated under the ‘Fair and Square’ theme, focused on delivering 

simple, honest pricing, month-long values, and hassle-free ‘happy returns.’”25 

Obviously, brandadvisors focused on teaching consumers how J.C Penney changed their 

shopping policies in five TV ads; in addition, DeGeneres’ presence added inexplicable 

queerness to approach her lesbian identity. 

 With all five TV ads, J.C. Penney inaugurated a campaign that announced altering 

its new actions, including its out-of-date store policy in “Changing room,” return policy 

in “Roman Returns,” pricing mechanism in “Hat Pence No Pennies,” coupon cancelling 

in “Western Coupons,” and shopping schedule in “50’s Wake-Up.” In retrospective 

ancient imagery, DeGeneres plays a Roman character to ridicule the receipt-return policy 

in “Roman Returns.” DeGeneres is confused about 99 cent pricing when she checks out 

with an old female cashier in “Hat Pence No Pennies”. A western cowboy amuses 

viewers by using coupons in “Western Coupons.” DeGeneres mocks Thanksgiving early 

shopping in “50’s Wake-Up.” In accordance with the family-oriented scheduling of the 
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Academy Awards and the new store policies, in J.C. Penney advertising, DeGeneres’ 

sexuality stays in the closet and her sexual identity only inexplicitly appears on screen. 

Audiences can enjoy DeGeneres’ entertaining narratives of some tricky consuming 

behaviors but hardly discover her queer identity as a lesbian.      

 When negative reactions appeared (the One Million Moms boycott), advertisers 

disguised declaration of queer identity to balance negativity and avoid another 

DeGeneres sexuality dispute. The queer assimilation policy is mentioned in Jennifer 

Reed’s scholarship. Reed uses Richard Goldstein’s notion of “Homocons,” concluding 

DeGeneres assimilates toward heteronormativity (2005). The notion of the “Homocons” 

argues that they make gay people seem normal, or just like straight people. According to 

the contemporary movement of gay rights, “Homocons” represents the rising tide of 

heartless gay conservatism and its 'liberal' straight allies. Goldstein views the 

“Homocons” as the “new gay mainstream’” because they highlight problematic 

assimilation of queers into mainstream American political discourse; the “Homocons” is 

in a secure position to face the liberal media (2002, p. 28). Liberal straight allies view gay 

people as full citizens, not minority groups. For them, sexuality is not an issue. However, 

“liberals fear for their place in the world true pluralism would create. And so, the bargain 

they set requires us to deny out difference, thereby affirming the bedrock principle of 

liberalism: that all people are fundamentally the same” (p. 29). The “Homocons” make 

homosexuals like heterosexuals and challenge homosexual subjectivity. 

 Even though the “Homocons” concept covers explicitly homosexual narratives, 

viewers still can perceive queerness from subtexts. For example, in “Western Coupons,” 

DeGeneres plays a cowboy character. When she walks into the jeans store, she gives off a 

quirky sound to a cowboy macho man. DeGeneres tries to interact with him by using 

some cowboy gestures and cluck sounds but the cowboy doesn’t seem interested in 
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reacting to DeGeneres. This scene features potential sexual politics that her performance 

can be viewed as a gender rebellion, threatening heterosexual male dominance. Lesbians 

as mannish women dress like men, intrigue women’s sexual desire, and replace the role 

of the heterosexual man in a same-sex relationship. While DeGeneres as a mannish 

woman interacts with a heterosexual man, the gender and sexual discourse can only be 

asexual because lesbian and heterosexual male identities are woven through an opposing 

relationship. In all the above DeGeneres TV commercials discussed previously, there is 

always a confrontation between DeGeneres and heterosexual male characters, including 

this time in J.C. Penney’s “Western Coupons.” For example, in American Express 

advertising, men doing Tai Chi are not interested in Ellen’s dance; DeGeneres’ agent, 

Eddie, does not claim “Ellen’s people.”  

 In the “50’s Wake-Up,” DeGeneres’ lesbian identity results in an ambivalent 

narrative. The “50’s Wake-Up” is a sarcastic commercial that presents J.C. Penney’s new 

store schedule policy on Thanksgiving. When DeGeneres appears in a shoe store and 

argues with clerks about why their shoes are sold in the morning, DeGeneres recalls an 

early 50’s scene. The 50’s scene starts with a middle-aged woman who sets off her clock 

at 6:00 in the morning and is thrilled to wake up with another middle-aged man, Joe, for 

Thanksgiving shopping. The middle-aged woman tells Joe to get ready for the sale in the 

morning. Suddenly, DeGeneres appears on another bed and talks to them, “Have you lost 

your marbles? Why should we get up so early? Won’t the same thing be on sale later 

today?” Then audiences can hear a laugh track. The laughter puzzles DeGeneres; she 

asks, “Why is that so funny?” She has a confused expression. Then a J.C. Penney 

commercial card appears: “No door busting, just great prices all the time.” In this 

commercial illustration, I can’t directly prove the mid-age man and woman’s relationship 

as a couple because the woman and the man sleep separately and there are no intimate 
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activities between them. If they are a married couple, why do they sleep separately? Why 

does DeGeneres sleep in their bedroom? Their ambiguous relationship with regard to 

DeGeneres’ lesbian identity expresses an anti-heterosexual normativity that presents 

undercover queerness.   

In this chapter, I have discussed how advertisers strategically enclose heterosexual and 

homosexual consumers and markets by possibly combining heterosexual-dominated 

mainstream discourses with queer subtexts. Ellen DeGeneres as a public figure in 

advertising challenges media narratives and expresses queerness because of her lesbian 

identity. In the next chapter, I will explore how television forum, genre, and production 

embody DeGeneres’ entertaining queerness on The Ellen DeGeneres Show.   
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Chapter 2:  Entertaining Queerness in Television: The Talking Girl  

 

“It [watching daytime TV talk show] looks, for a moment, like you own this place.”  

—Joshua Gamson   

 The interpretation of “coming out of the closet” for LGBT representation has been 

a central idea in American television. These non-heterosexual characters, with regard to 

their coming out moments, construct discourses of deviant sexuality and meanwhile have 

an influence on LGBT visibility and politics in U.S. popular culture. For a long time, 

scholars have been interested in analyses of LGBT images in television because they 

have validated interpretations of the significance of these representations. Didi Herman, a 

U.K. scholar, discusses two characters’ processes of coming out narratives for 

declarations of sexuality on prime time television using DeGeneres’ remarkable sitcom, 

Ellen, and a British drama, Bad Girls. Herman suggests that Ellen Morgan on Ellen relies 

on a discourse of identity declaration while Helen on Bad Girls represents a narrative of 

lesbian desire (2005). After ABC cancelled Ellen, in an interview with Diane Sawyer in 

1998, DeGeneres realized the difference of declaration and desire in public26:    

Diane Sawyer: What’ve changed?  

Ellen DeGeneres: I changed. I grew up. Because when I talked to you last year, I 

didn’t even realize the internal homophobia and the shame that I was still dealing 

with. I thought, if I just say the words, I’m gay, if I just do that, that’s going to be 

enough. I mean, just to give you an idea, I on vacation with Anne, and she went to 

grab my hand, to hold my hand, and I pulled away. And I said, you know, I don’t 

want to do this in public. Now, meanwhile, that same week, I am on the cover of 

Time magazine, big picture of me, Yep, I gay. But I am not going to hold my 
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girlfriend hand in public. Over the summer, I all of a sudden realize, you can’t just 

come out and then go back in the closet and not show anybody anything. 

Focusing on DeGeneres’ prime time performances, I argue that declarations of lesbian 

identity and of homoerotic desire have become crucial policies for her career 

development.  

 In U.S. society, after celebrities come out in the media, they are labeled as deviant 

public figures. Advertisers and networks allegedly worry that most consumers are 

frightened of queer presence and even resist these queer invasions in the media, due to 

the consumers’ conservative social values. Therefore, coming out has been viewed as a 

door to career suicide that queer celebrities are terrified to open. As queer celebrities, 

they cling to hiding their sexual identities because of a risky media ecology. In American 

pop culture, after coming out, most openly queer celebrities face career challenges, while 

a few survive. Ellen DeGeneres has been a known queer survivor with a lesbian identity 

in the television industry. I propose that her comeback story from prime time to daytime 

deserves a careful discussion because it’s such a notable one.  

 To flash back to DeGeneres’ prime time performances, in 1997, DeGeneres 

incarnated the character, Ellen Morgan, on Ellen27. She came out as a lesbian character 

on Ellen and also as a lesbian in the media. DeGeneres’ coming out episodes were named 

“The Puppy Episode 1 and 2” and originally aired on ABC on April 30, 1997. Because of 

their noticeable media effect and despite Ellen’s decline in popularity, the first coming 

out episode attracted more than double Ellen’s usual audience. It attracted an estimated 

forty-two million people, the third largest audience for a single series episode in 

television history (Tracy, 2005, p. 259). The coming out moment made DeGeneres gain 

popularity but, at the same time, informed critics of her lesbian identity28.  
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 DeGeneres’ coming out story not only led her in her early career to negotiate with 

the conventional heterosexual value system but also allowed her to transcend 

heterosexual boundaries, to create queer visibility, and to alert scholars to gay politics in 

television. The coming out episodes were geared to gay-related topics; therefore, gay 

organizations hosted “Come Out with Ellen” parties throughout the U.S. on the night of 

the first episode (Steyn, p.49). Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, an American scholar, argues that 

the episode had “nothing to do with the acquisition of new information,” but was a 

widespread ceremonial opening of homosexuality as a national topic on television. It was 

a specific moment when viewers could recognize that gay lives were being broadcast on 

mainstream television (1990, p.4). Further, Vice-President Al Gore praised Hollywood’s 

new openness toward homosexuality (Price, 1997). As the U.K scholar, Didi Herman, 

argues, The Puppy Episodes represent coming out as being truthful to one’s sexual 

identity, while they are not about homoerotic sexual desire (2005).     

 After DeGeneres’ coming out episodes, lesbianism was increasingly featured on 

Ellen. The lesbianism around Ellen Morgan, such as lesbian kissing scenes or same-sex 

physical eroticism, became stigmas that ABC allegedly thought were inappropriate on 

television. Although DeGeneres challenged ABC’s accusation about lesbianism, after one 

more season, ABC canceled Ellen because of plummeting ratings (Cagle, 1998).29  

Considering the impact of Ellen and the coming out episodes, many scholars 

investigated Ellen’s impact on public discourse. Susan J. Hubert clarifies that due to fixed 

heterosexism in American culture, coming out episodes are forced to confront the 

dominant sexual politics in commercial television (1999). Based on Michel Foucault’s 

repressive hypothesis, Bonnie Dow argues that through incorporating the process of 

confessional ritual into media discourses on television, gay visibility and politics 

celebrate an ostensible emancipation of sexuality (2001). However, Dow suggests that 
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this construction of sexuality and politics on television does not open the closet for 

homosexuality as much as it reveals homophobia and heterosexism in society. Regarding 

coming out narratives as gay representation, Anna McCarthy, in contrast, proclaims that 

Ellen functioned as an attack that interrupted network-broadcasting politics and an 

illustrattion of queer lives in the television industry (2001). Helen A. Shugart, reviewing 

the stardom of Ellen DeGeneres as a stand-up comedian and a sitcom celebrity and 

assessing her prior performances, demonstrates that DeGeneres’ likable persona, as a 

heterosexual woman, “passes” in strategic heterosexual formats (2003). Through 

different perspectives, these academic essays measure gay visibility and politics by 

analyzing Ellen’s coming out media narratives. They examine the significance of Ellen’s 

coming out and how Ellen created a queer moment on prime time TV, but they do not 

deeply explore the cause and effect of the demise of Ellen. Notably, on Ellen, 

DeGeneres’ coming-out narratives are noticeable discourses, while according to ABC 

statements, lesbianism caused the termination of this series.    

In 2001, networks and audiences expelled DeGeneres as a queer character from the 

sitcom genre again. As both an actor and an executive producer, DeGeneres returned to 

prime time TV with The Ellen Show, but she did not return to the closet. DeGeneres’ 

character, Ellen Richmond, was openly lesbian; the story revolved around her life after 

moving from a big city to a small hometown. The Ellen Show debuted on CBS in the fall 

of 2001. However, although the show did not highlight the character’s sexuality as much 

as did the final season of Ellen, due to low ratings, once again the network felt threatened 

by backlash. The Ellen Show was quickly cancelled, lasting less than a season (Reed, 

2002). DeGeneres’ sexual identity appeared to doom her to a career failure on prime time 

television. However, when DeGeneres moved from the prime time to the daytime 
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television in 2003, she converted a seemingly cursed queer position to a career success as 

a daytime talk show host.  

In DeGeneres’s return to mainstream media, an observable change is how she 

switches television programming from prime time to daytime. Some scholars point out a 

transformation of her performance of sexual orientation. Marusya Bociurkiw positions 

Ellen DeGeneres as a gay star in order to interrogate the normality of racial discourse that 

she racialized analogies of scripts and performances both in the earlier coming out 

episodes on Ellen and in the contemporary daytime talk show, The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show (2005). Building on Richard Goldstein’s theory of “Homocons,” Reed also focuses 

on DeGeneres’ move toward assimilation. This shift can be viewed as a threat to lesbian 

subjectivity or as a heteronormative homosexual representation that creates a space for 

lesbian identity on television (2005). Jamie Skerski emphasizes that due to the 

cancellation of Ellen, DeGeneres strategically shaped her public persona and lesbian 

identity to cater to the mainstream heterosexual value system (2007). Few of these 

scholars have discussed DeGeneres’ entertaining performance on television, which I 

argue, is an important framework for understanding her impact on queer visibility in 

American media. Furthermore, these earlier studies encourage a deeper exploration of 

DeGeneres’ narratives and performances on The Ellen DeGeneres Show. According to 

her previous failure on prime time TV, the notion of identity declaration builds on her 

performative politics on her daytime talk show, while homonormativity and 

homoeroctism remain in the closet.        

 In this chapter, I investigate how The Ellen DeGeneres Show embodies the 

coming out party with “Ellen” in intersection with DeGeneres’ sexual identity 

declaration, entertaining talk show formats, and queer politics in Neoliberalism.30 First, I 

suggest that this particular talk show format for daytime TV has been engaged with queer 
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visibility on account of its target audiences and flexible debating space. This distinct 

media practice provides a negotiable arena for DeGeneres as a queer representative. 

DeGeneres adopts a clever strategy of including asexual texts without excluding her 

queer identity in a heterosexual-oriented commercial television industry. Within the 

flexible televised format of a talk show, DeGeneres performs queerness as entertainment 

that includes heterosexuals and does not disregard homosexuals.  

Second, this chapter explores how DeGeneres exemplifies the coming out party with 

“Ellen” through her talk show segments, including coming out openings, daily 

monologues, dancing, and coming out announcements of celebrity interviews. In her 

daily monologues, DeGeneres regards coming out narratives as an entertaining way of 

poking fun at her sexuality to address queer political issues as more acceptable or non-

threating in her talk show. Moreover, how does DeGeneres construct the notion of 

coming out party that reveals queerness and queer moments in relation to anti-

heteronormativity? These discourses are central to investigating a complicated, mutual 

dependency among representatives, media production, and audiences.  

Third, in reaction to a series of young LGBT bullying tragedies in American society31, 

DeGeneres has launched an anti-bullying campaign that has been featured since 2010 on 

The Ellen DeGeneres Show. I will focus on those anti-bullying videos to show how her 

co-host interviews have become narratives that claim queer visibility and simultaneously 

subvert queer politics. Through DeGeneres’ media practices, the discourse of queer 

issues encourages me to reconsider queer politics as displayed on commercial television 

in a time of social change. Regarding Ellen DeGeneres as a cultural site on television, I 

offer a theoretical exploration of television texts and industry practices for the ways in 

which a queer representative creates and entertains queer narratives in the media.32  
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A coming out party with “Ellen”  

Paige: (Yells) Ellen, are you coming out or not?! 

Joe: Yeah, quite jerking us around and come out already. 

Ellen: (peeking out of the bathroom) What is the big deal, I’ve got a whole hour.  

—Ellen, The Puppy Episode 1, 1997 

The public and media politics both have had an influence on queer visibility in 

America. In 2003, moving from prime time to daytime, on The Ellen DeGeneres Show, 

DeGeneres crossed over into a new television genre, the daytime talk show.33 From a 

male-dominated to a women-oriented television genre, I argue that the format and style of 

the talk show, as a sexual nonconformity habitat, make DeGeneres’ lesbian identity more 

acceptable and her queer performances more negotiable in the mainstream. Moreover, the 

notion of the coming out party with Ellen in 1997, as a previously successful career 

milestone for DeGeneres in television, became a prototype to construct The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show. Through elements of a party, since 2003, The Ellen DeGeneres Show 

has gained popularity and become a successful daytime talk show.34 

The Oxford Online English Dictionary defines “party” as follow:  

1. A political organization that you can vote for in elections and whose members 

have the same aims and ideas 

2. (Especially in compounds) a social occasion, often in a person's home, at which 

people eat, drink, talk, dance and enjoy themselves 

3. A group of people who are doing something together such as travelling or visiting 

somewhere 

4. One of the people or groups of people involved in a legal agreement or argument      

(http://oald8.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/dictionary/party ) 
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In the mainstream media, finding a group of target audiences is the major key to being 

visible. Which groups of audiences have profitable and beneficial effects on advertisers 

and stars? Thus, it is crucial to understand how advertisers approach audiences’ 

perspectives in order to produce media texts. An interesting advertising report indicates 

that compared with heterosexual male audiences’ intolerance of homosexual-oriented 

advertising content, female audiences seem more comfortable with the existence of 

homosexual-oriented advertising messages (Oakenfull, McCarthy, and Greenlee, 2008). 

DeGeneres is aware of that as well and mentions in her book, Seriously…I am Kidding, 

“My show is targeted to women. I know men watch, too, and I’m happy about that. I like 

to think men, women, children, and cats can enjoy my contagious wit in equal measure. 

But overall the audience for my show is mostly made up of women” (2011, p. 179). Since 

daytime television has been regarded as a female-oriented space, unlike prime time 

television as a male-dominated industry, DeGeneres’ daytime presence is more 

acceptable owing to its selection of target audiences.  

Like most television genres, unsurprisingly, talk shows have been labeled commercial 

television due to their interests. Television scholar Joshua Gamson explains the 

interdependence between sponsors, television production, and audience members:  

Talk shows are show business, and it is their mission to exploit. They commodify 

and use talkers to build an entertainment product, which is then used to attract 

audiences, who then are sold to advertisers, which results in a profit for the 

producers. Exploitation thus ought to be the starting point for analysis and not, as it 

so often is, its conclusion (1998, p. 7). 

Historically, daytime talk shows can be identified as a periodically televised 

programming form of women’s publications; they contain a variety of elements similar to 

women’s magazines, including teaching what particular subjects and stories women 
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should know about and engage in. A daytime talk show host functions as a moderator 

who usually introduces social topics, articulates issues, and moderates discussions in 

order to fluently lead audiences into active involvement in issue debating. Within this 

audience-participation format, audience members are actively involved in a part of media 

production and represent who they are and what they think. Sonia Livingstone and Peter 

Lunt claim audience-participation talk shows “are a forum in which people can speak in 

their own voice, which …is vital for the construction of a gendered or cultural identity” 

(1994, p. 31). Liberal, female speaking power including hosting and participating 

perspectives establishes a democratic public sphere in daytime talk shows. In Freaks Talk 

Back: Tabloid Talk Shows and Sexual Nonconformity, Joshua Gamson claims that 

daytime talk shows have been formed as a public debating arena where deviant 

sexualities have been discussed since the 1960’s (1998). Based on the notion of 

liberalism, daytime talk shows afford audiences an opportunity to discuss sexual 

categories and gender difference. This debating TV format directly challenges a fixed 

heterosexual regime and also opens a door for debating sexual deviance, including 

homosexuality.  

According to the existing research on early broadcasting, these audience participation 

daytime talk shows had both positive and negative effects on the public’s attitudes toward 

homosexuality. Stephen Tropiano examined representations of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 

transgender characters in television programming from 1954 to 2002 in order to 

investigate the medium’s portrayals of gay-related issues (2002). Tropiano argued that in 

the early broadcasting, some talk shows such as Donahue (1967) and Oprah Winfrey 

Show (1984) debated issues of homosexuality with panels of experts through round-table 

discussions (p. 2). This forum of issue debating addressed homosexuality as a social 

problem and brought homosexuality out in the open on television. Although homosexual 
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issues were transgressive, daytime talk shows have provided opportunities for 

homosexuality to be discussed. Accordingly, DeGeneres’ role on The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show is a crucial cultural site to explore the complicated cultural negotiation of queer 

visibility and politics in television. 

Thomas Tennant, a writer, analyzes The Ellen DeGeneres Show’s segments on a 

specific talk show collective website.35 Tennant writes, “Like daytime talk shows of the 

‘60s and ‘70s, The Ellen DeGeneres Show follows a standard daytime talk show format”:  

1. Open with a topical monologue. Ellen traditionally ends her monologue with a 

jazzy dance through the audience and to her set. 

2. Follow with banter and a comedy bit from the set 

3. First guest interview 

4. Recurring comedy segment or a game with the audience 

5. Second guest 

6. Third guest, musical, or comedic final act 

 As I proposed before, to analyze programming segments on The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show, DeGeneres’ daytime talk show embodies the notion of “a coming out party with 

Ellen.” Generally, when the show starts, a group of audience members gather in an on-air 

studio. They applaud and cheer to the background music. Following an introduction by 

an announcer, “From the Warner Bros. Studios, Here is she now. Ellen DeGeneres,” a 

movable stage back board like a door opens for DeGeneres. She comes out from the back 

stage and salutes her audiences who cheer for her coming out. Of course, DeGeneres 

could choose from a variety of opening presences in her talk show. She could sit on a 

sofa, stand on a stage, or fall from the sky; instead, she literally comes out as a talk show 

host. The visible coming out opening embodies a coherence of identity disclosure, 

including sexual identity. The narrative of DeGeneres’ coming out opening has been 
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circulated and has even become a daily ritual to celebrate on television five days a week. 

In How Jenny Jones Saved my Life, Donna Gaines, a sociologist, states that talk shows 

“operate at the level of everyday life, where real people live and breathe ” (1995, p. 43). 

With her talk show opening, DeGeneres comes out as a queer representative with a 

lesbian identity in real life rather than as her previously virtual character on a television 

show (For example, in 2001, on The Ellen Show, DeGeneres played an openly lesbian 

character, Ellen Richmond). In the taping studio or domestic space, audience members 

publicly recognize her appearance as a visible queer performer on The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show.   

 Thomas Tennant’s segment analyses of The Ellen DeGeneres Show suggest that it 

is distinguished from a tabloid talk show and is not characterized as an expert-advising 

program about personal relationships either. Although these two formats of daytime talk 

shows are used to debate validations of homosexuality, DeGeneres leaves out audience 

debates segments on her talk show to avoid confronting her sexuality in an arguable 

manner. The program routinely begins with DeGeneres’ monologue when she walks out 

from backstage. The monologue usually addresses DeGeneres’ opinions about news, 

celebrities, animals, or her personal life. Most monologues combine parodies and 

innuendos, and some link to human-interest stories. Marusya Bociurkiw points out 

DeGeneres’ desexualized monologues: “After a short, usually autobiographical stand-up 

routine (in which her gayness is never mentioned), Ellen asks Tony to spin a tune” (2005, 

P. 180). However, I found that DeGeneres’ monologues are hardly related to her sexual 

orientation, unless a subject undermines her sexual identity. In order to defend her lesbian 

identity, DeGeneres confesses a couple of times to her viewers that “Yes, I am gay.” 

These coming out monologues are similar to declarations of coming out narratives in The 

Puppy Episodes. The central ideas of “Yes, I am gay” and “It’s ok to be gay” are 
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surrounded by equality, tolerance, and truthfulness. Through these coming out 

monologues, which I regard as queer moments, DeGeneres has her own agency to 

confess a statement in relation to her lesbian identity. 

For example, on October 21, 2010, on the Sneak Peek at Ellen's Chicago Monologue36 

video, DeGeneres presented a monologue for her “Somewhat Special Special.”37 

DeGeneres had a coming out joke in the midst of her monologue, when she used the 

word “somewhat” to correlate the name of this stand-up comedy with her parody of 

announcing gay identity:         

I like the word somewhat. I think people should use somewhat more often. It softens 

what you are about to say. Like Mom and Dad, I am somewhat gay. Easier to 

digest… but my girlfriend is really gay.   

This was a moment of poking fun in relation to her lesbian identity. DeGeneres chose 

a metaphor of her coming out innuendo to claim gay identity rather than directly 

addressing homosexuality or lesbianism. On October 20, 2011, there was another similar 

announcement on the Ellen Supports Spirit Day38 video. DeGeneres admitted her lesbian 

identity during her monologue, though she criticized using color to label someone 

(DeGeneres still wore a purple tie during her show.) She did not approve of wearing 

purple as a way to support gay identity:   

Hey listen, if I seem a little extra spirited today, it's because it's Spirit Day. Yes, it's 

a day that was created by the organization GLAAD to support the gay community. 

And to show your support for Spirit Day you're supposed to wear purple. … Here's 

the thing: Purple is not my favorite color. And no offense to Spirit Day people or 

Prince or anybody, but, I couldn't be more supportive. You know that. I mean I'm 

one of America's favorite lesbians on television. True there are only three of us, but 

still.  
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It seemed that not wearing purple questioned DeGeneres’ identity as a lesbian. When 

color represented a sign to identify homosexuals, DeGeneres came out again to restate 

her lesbian identity.  

The validation of the coming out narrative can also be found in recent DeGeneres’ 

articulation about her J.C. Penney controversy. On February 7, 2012, on the Ellen 

Addressed Her JCPenney Critics video39, DeGeneres said:   

But there's a group called One Million Moms that isn't happy about it. And 

normally, I try not to pay attention to my haters, but this time I'd like to talk about it, 

because my haters are my motivators. This organization doesn't think I should be the 

spokesperson because I'm gay. For those of you just tuning in for the first time. It’s 

true. I am gay. I hope you were sitting down.  

For a long time, confession has become a ritual of subverting repression and validating 

one’s identity, especially for homosexual representation on television. Here, DeGeneres 

emphasized her declaration of coming out again because confession was a discourse of 

someone being truthful to herself. Thus, One Million Moms or other homophobic 

audiences can blame homosexuality, but they can’t accuse someone of being honest. A 

coming out discourse becomes a repetitive and useful strategy to help DeGeneres’ 

identity construction when her sexuality is forced to be out of the closet.    

 After DeGeneres’ monologue, she always invites audiences to dance with her on 

television. On The Ellen DeGeneres Show, the dancing segment has been not only a 

distinguished procedure but also likely a ritual of celebration after her emblematic 

coming out. She improvises her dance movements and moves on her way around 

audiences to stimulate her enthusiasm in comradeship. DeGeneres shared her opinion 

about the dancing segment with Stone Phillips, a television reporter, on Dateline NBC, 

“Nobody dances anymore. Unless you're, you know, like 18 through your 20s and you go 
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to clubs, you stop going out and you stop dancing. So, these people come and they're 

anywhere from 16 years old to 80 years old. And they're all dancing. And it feels good.”40 

The dancing segment has been designated as the show’s trademark. Studio audiences join 

her spontaneous dance movements, and home viewers enjoy the festive mood on 

television. Kathleen Tracy cites DeGeneres’ comments about the dancing segment on The 

Ellen DeGeneres Show from a report in Newsweek. DeGeneres said, “Everyone’s dancing 

and no one’s drunk. As much as I’d like to stop, I just can’t. I can feel how much the 

audience loves it. But I know I am a parody waiting to happen on Saturday Night Live. 

It’s become a thing of its own. It’s almost sort of what I’m known for now more than 

being a comedian” (2005, p. 334). Even Jimmy Kimmel as a guest star and a late night 

talk show host said “I think there's more dancing on that show than in 25 years of 

American Bandstand.”41  

 What cultural meanings more than just dancing can be interpreted in the show’s 

dancing segment? Considering dance theory and queer culture, in Dance and Sexuality: 

Many Moves, through different perspectives in social science, Judith Lynne Hanna 

explores the cultural interpretation between dance and sexuality (2010). Hanna 

summarizes that dance as a source of power expresses “gender, sexual orientation, 

asexuality, ambiguity, and adult entertainment exotic dance” (p. 212). According to her 

reviews, although many scholars have focused on interdependence between dance, sexual 

desire, and sexuality, few scholars have discussed homosexuality and asexuality in dance. 

As many dancers and scholars came out, particular gay social dance clubs functioned as 

shelters “to experience freedom from homophobia, a utopian safe haven, a sense of 

communalism, and liberation” (p. 225). Hanna adds another case study from Sidney, 

Australia. The gay male disco dance in The Sleaze Ball represents a gathering for 

“seeking bliss and transcendence” and “healing rites celebrating life” for diffusing shame, 
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disempowering stigma, and reclaiming eros (p. 225). In Is Paris Burning, Gloria Jean 

Watkins draws attention to the ball culture of New York City where African Americans, 

Latinos, gays, and transgender people are involved the performativity of race, gender, and 

sexuality (1990).      

 Dance theory has been widely approached in multiple discussions of sexuality. As 

for asexuality in dance, Christopher Carrington argues that although gay males enjoy 

dancing together for hours with close physical intimacy, these interactions do not intrigue 

sexual desires (2007). In addition, unlike choreography on stage, club dancing is more 

associated with flexibility or improvisation. Bovim analyzes “contact improvisation” on 

the basis of physical contact rather than sexual desire. The dancing body embodies 

desexualization because of movements lacking sexual senses with regard to gender roles 

(2007). On The Ellen DeGeneres Show, the dancing segment has always been an 

improvisatory performance between DeGeneres and her audiences. When this group of 

people gather for dancing, the notion of dancing with regard to sexuality transforms into 

entertainment and liberation. The taping studio seems to become a queer space without 

sexual possibility and deviance. The particular desexualized landscape portrays anti-

sexual queerness. DeGeneres and her show’s participants in a public daytime sphere 

enjoy a private bodily and spiritual liberation. 

 Liberation does not just surround DeGeneres and her audience; it also embraces 

her celebrity guests. On her talk show, although sexual orientation has not been talked 

about very often during celebrity interviews, some openly homosexual celebrities were 

welcome to share their coming out stories. The “Yes, I am” declaration is not only 

DeGeneres exclusive but is also inclusive of some of her celebrities such as Chely 

Wright42 and Jesse Tyler Ferguson43.  
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When coming out rhetoric is featured in the interview segment, DeGeneres’ role 

functions as a therapist (like Oprah Winfrey’s character in the coming out episodes on 

Ellen) who helped them out of the closet and shared the journey from invisibility to 

visibility. Taking Chely Wright’s interview as an example, as an openly lesbian talk show 

host, DeGeneres, like a mirror, is compassionate toward her guest and reinforces her 

coming out moments:  

“Oh! Chely, I can’t tell you. I am one of those people who can completely 

understand how you have felt in the past, and how you must be all right, right now. 

But I am so proud of you. Because it’s so hard when you in this business, your 

livelihood depend on people liking you.”  

Chely Wright confessed how DeGeneres inspired her out of the closet and then 

shared, in retrospect, her upset years (a pivotal moment for her):   

“My father, the minute you came out, he reached for the remote control and flipped 

the TV off and he said, ‘That's disgusting!’ It sends me into a spiral… I made that 

promise again recommitting myself to never again tell anyone, my family or the 

record buying public that I was gay.” 

Coming out narratives sometimes prove admittance of identity and sometimes 

function as a statement of joy and pride. Unlike Chely’s tearful coming out story, Jesse 

Tyler Ferguson told an anecdote to DeGeneres about how he came out many times to his 

father because his father forgot “he is gay”:   

DeGeneres: Has he [Ferguson’s father] been supportive entire since you came out? 

Ferguson: Well this is the thing. I have to come out to my Dad three times. He just 

kept like conveniently forgetting. Like he would ask come out to him and he asked a 

girlfriend a few weeks later? Dad we’ve talked about this.  
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Even a heterosexual celebrity, Darren Criss44 (a straight man who plays a gay 

character in Glee), came out of his straight closet to tell DeGeneres, “I am straight.” Criss 

said, 

“Maybe in an idealistic world I would say, you know, it doesn’t matter ‘cause it 

shouldn’t… But by the same token I think it’s important to be explicit about the fact 

that I’m very, you know, comfortable with my sexuality and that I am the straight 

male playing a gay character.” 

Coming out narratives (including homosexuals and heterosexuals) have proliferated 

on DeGeneres’ talk show, where she has offered a space like a reconciliation room, to 

claim queer identity without debate. These coming out declarations emphasize the 

significance of identity discourse, while they are not transgressive acts. Didi suggests, “It 

[coming out] focuses excessively on the form in which meaning is conveyed rather than 

the politics of what happens next, as well as the social conditions shaping the articulation 

of both declarations and desires” (2005, p. 11). The intention is concerned with “how” 

rather than “why.” Viewers understand a process of a real coming out story but barely 

concentrate on a real queer life.    

 DeGeneres applied the truth-telling format to launch an anti-bullying campaign on 

her talk show. On October 19th, 2010, following serial teenage suicides as a result of 

bullying, Ellen DeGeneres recorded her statement about anti-bullying behaviors. She then 

invited some of her talk show celebrity guests to make backstage videos about standing 

up against bullying. On The Ellen DeGeneres Show Youtube channel, there are 25 anti-

bullying message videos in two parts: first, propaganda from celebrity advocates for 

transmitting anti-bullying messages, and second, real bullying stories from Hollywood 

stars or non-celebrity representatives45. DeGeneres regards this anti-bullying propaganda 

and real bullying stories as pedagogical narratives to contact the younger LGBT 
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generation. Using the Internet and television (these two media platforms are frequently 

used by young people), is an intimate way to establish a notion of queer community 

where LGBT people can connect with each other or reach out for help. In “A Youtube of 

One’s Own?”: “Coming Out” Video as Rhetorical Action, Jonathan Alexander and 

Elizabeth Losh focus on the “It Gets Better” program on Youtube and suggest that online 

social networks can be understood as sites that serve as declaring identity and providing 

comfort for gay youth (2010).  

 The anti-bullying campaign seems to be a well-intentioned program, but after a 

few celebrities shared their bullying stories, I argue that the original homophobic issue 

has become assimilated into a universal protest against intimidation. Some straight stars, 

such as Taylor Swift and Justin Timberlake, recalled their bad memories and generalized 

homophobia. Of course, in the U.S., bullying does not happen to LGBT exclusively but 

to everyone. Harassment may be similar, while the central intention is different. 

Heterosexuals will not be attacked because they are straight, but sexual orientation has 

been always discriminated against, especially for LGBT youth. According to the Gay, 

Lesbian, and Straight Educational Network (GLSEN), 9 out of 10 LGBT students 

suffered bullying at school in 2009 . Moreover, in this GLSEN report, for LGBT 

students, 85% claimed verbally harassment and 40% experienced physical teasing 

because of their sexuality. Focusing on homosexual hate crimes, Potok Mark reported 

that from 1995 to 2008, homosexuals were targeted as victims 2.4 times more than Jews 

and around 14 times more than Latinos (2010). Based on these statistics, the LGBT 

community seems likely to be violated and suffer severe distress. The anti-bullying 

campaign functions as a compassionate forum where DeGeneres’ talk show guests can 

speak the truth and empower audiences, while actual viewers ignore an ostensible fact of 

equality, which is heterosexism.  
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On The Ellen DeGeneres Show, coming out narratives and anti-bullying propaganda 

dissimulate gender politics that the privileged heteronormative perspective marginalizes 

homonormativity. In The New Homonormativity: The Sexual Politics of Neoliberalism, 

Lisa Duggan states that Neoliberalism as a political intervention challenges the 

dichotomic discourse of public and private sexual politics, and for gay politics, it 

becomes New Homonormativity:       

This New Homonormativity comes equipped with a rhetorical recoding of key terms 

in the history of gay politics: “equality” becomes narrow, formal access to a few 

conservatizing institutions, “freedom” becomes impunity for bigotry and vast 

inequalities in commercial life and civil society, the “right to privacy” becomes 

domestic confinement, and democratic politics itself becomes something to be 

escaped (2002, p. 190).    

Notably, personal sexuality is a private preference, but homosexuality does not 

become normativity in public. In addition to coming out narratives, queer activities and 

intimacy are restricted to queer politics in the mainstream media. A coming out 

announcement is impermeable to gay life. You can be gay, but you hardly have an access 

to spectate a homosexual landscape on television.  

However, daytime talk shows, like The Ellen DeGeneres Show, provide opportunities 

for visibility and voice of queerness through which televised queer narratives can 

challenge heteronormativity. Ellen DeGeneres, as a queer representative, assembles 

queerness likely to happen for subversion of deconstructing the fixed heteronormativity. 

Based on the concept of contra-heteronormativity, The Ellen DeGeneres Show appears to 

embody an upgrade of the coming out party with Ellen on U.S. daytime programming. As 

far as I am concerned, The Ellen DeGeneres Show, like an entertaining studio-taped gay 
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pride parade, displays queer moments of coming out elaboration, liberates a dance party, 

and offers a comfort zone for deviant sexuality. 
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Chapter 3:  Empowering Queerness for Audiences: You Go Girl! 

“We must be listened to: above and beyond our personal experience, we have collectively 

witnessed a fundamental unexpected event, fundamental precisely because unexpected, 

not foreseen by anyone. It happened, therefore it can happen again: this is the core of 

what we have to say. It can happen, and it can happen everywhere.” 

—Primo Levi 
 

Although television, probably the prevalent pop culture medium in America, has been 

regarded as an advertiser-based industry, audience reception also has been widely 

concerned with viewers’ active choices, perspectives, and perceived potential value of 

media performances. Networks, advertisers, and audiences mutually rely on a tripod of 

internal interdependence in the television industry. Within three overlapping perspectives 

of advertisers, networks, and audiences, television is a medium and a sociocultural 

institution where audiences can interpret media narratives. In a notable U.S. television 

case study with integrated approaches, Julie D’Acci demonstrates that although Cagney 

& Lacey (1981-1988) obtained low ratings, it still kept airing because it targeted a quality 

audience of upscale working women (D’Acci, 1993). The television industry has been 

shaped by a profit-based economic structure and has become an advertiser-supported 

medium due to demographics and classified consumers.    

Predominantly based on complementary economic reasons, television networks regard 

audiences as commodities, touting them to lucrative advertisers. Using ratings and 

marketing reports, network executives categorize a collective package of potential 

demographic audiences. Depending on this classification, networks produce a variety of 

television programs with advertising sponsorship (Ang, 1991). Through targeting this 

specific programming by categorizing the human population, advertising investors and 
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networks attempt to gain maximum profits. For example, in the early 1950s, soap 

manufacturers including Procter & Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive, and Lever Brothers, 

produced and aired dramatic fiction serials (called soap operas) during the weekday in 

order to aim at their target consumers, housewives (LaGuardia, 1974). In 1976, Time 

magazine observed that American daytime television, as “TV’s richest market,” earned 

more profits than prime time TV because daytime television targeted loyal and profitable 

audiences.  

Following this concept of sponsor domination of the television business, aiming for 

valuable audiences is crucial for networks and advertisers. In the 1970s, on the basis of 

eagerly finding the most valuable audiences for lucrative profits coming from the notion 

of valuable “quality audience” and “quality television,” some television programming 

intentionally reflected “artistic excellence, sophisticated subject matter and commercial 

effectivity with an educated, affluent audience” (Brower, 1992, p.166). Throughout the 

history of broadcasting, successful TV programs specified indications of “quality,” 

“prestige,” or “relevance” for sponsors; these programs are too numerous to list one by 

one here. Many media scholars have noticed this trend of television shows targeting a 

“quality audiences.” Notably, Ron Becker specifically found that during the late 1970s to 

the 1990s, network executives gradually added gay characters and themes as a means of 

attracting a quality demographic group, ”upscale, college-educated and liberally minded 

adults” named “The Slumpy Class”, whose hip sensibility was connected with valuable 

television audiences (2004, p. 381). Viewing the slumpy class as the idealized niche 

market, marketers explained by imagining the gay and lesbian community as an upscale, 

urban demographic. This trend of featuring gay material was meant to attract the slumpy 

class, eighteen-to-forty-nine-year-old quality audiences who are regarded as the most 

active consumers with the most disposable money. Therefore, advertisers and networks 
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highly invested in the niche market in the media by regarding gay and lesbian consumers 

among the slumpy class.  

Based on the major notion of targeting the slumpy class, since the 1990s the media has 

desired to launch gay-toned publications and programming. This homosexual-related 

media and marketing wave has resulted in a visibility of LGBT media representations. In 

1994, Entertainment Weekly dubbed the decade as the “the Gay 90s.”46 In a strict 

scrutiny of the coverage of gays and lesbians in the news magazines Time and Newsweek 

from 1947 to 1997, Lisa Bennett found a quantitative rise in publishing on LGBT topics 

from two articles in the 1940s, to 21 in the ‘50s, to 151 in the 1990s (1998, p. 3). In the 

marketing industry, Banana Republic, Gap, Benetton, and Apple Computer launched ads 

with homosexual subjects in gay and straight publications. AT&T initiated a national 

mail campaign aimed at the lesbian and gay community. Subaru cars focused on the 

always-ignored lesbian market. IKEA, a furniture company, featured on its Madison 

Avenue billboard a portrayal of a gay male couple buying a dining room table. 

In this trend of narrowcasting, television has featured an increasing number of 

homosexual characters and discussed gay and lesbian materials in gay-themed episodes. 

For example, Roseanne, an ABC sitcom (1988-1997), featured several lesbian-themed 

episodes, including a storyline featuring lesbian kisses, homosexual relationships, and a 

gay wedding. Moreover, in late 2004, American Express launched the "My life. My 

card." brand campaign that featured many famous American Express cardmembers 

talking about their life and included an openly lesbian celebrity, Ellen DeGeneres.  

 As I addressed in previous chapters, many scholars have discussed how 

DeGeneres, as a queer representation on Ellen, portrayed coming out narratives and 

lesbianism. However, very few scholars have analyzed audience reception in regard to 

DeGeneres’ visibility on television. In order to expand the analysis of LGBT visibility on 
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television, this chapter examines how audiences digest DeGeneres’ performances in 

advertising and on television.  

The Youtube Channel dedicated to The Ellen DeGeneres Show is a platform where 

viewers can critically comment on DeGeneres’ media presence. Taking the J.C. Penney 

campaign as a case study, I will present a timeline of this controversy and analyze the 

media, DeGeneres’ statements, J.C. Penney’s responses and audiences’ comments as a 

way to understand how public opinions can give view insight into cultural interpretation. 

Moreover, this public debate offers a comprehensive view of how audiences perceive 

DeGeneres’ narratives on gender, sexuality and politics in the J.C. Penney advertising 

campaign. I suggest that audience reception, as a social value formation, not only 

constructs television production and reflects advertisers’ marketing policies but also 

empowers social liberation.    

 On January 25, 2012, one of the biggest American retail stores, J.C. Penney, 

announced their exclusive partnership with Ellen DeGeneres. The president of J. C. 

Penney Company, Inc., Michael Francis, said, “Ellen DeGeneres is one of the most fun 

and vibrant people in entertainment today, with great warmth and a down-to-earth 

attitude. The millions who watch her on television and follow her through social media 

relate to her and trust what she has to say.” J.C. Penney chose DeGeneres to be their 

brand spokesperson because of her positive image of self-expression and her enormous 

social media presence. 

 A few days later, a member of the American Family Association, One Million 

Moms, was very angry about this celebrity endorsement. They claimed DeGeneres was 

“not a true representation of the [traditional] type of families” and wrote on their website, 

“Funny that JC Penney thinks hiring an open homosexual spokesperson will help their 

business when most of their customers are traditional families.”47 To replace DeGeneres 
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as J.C. Penny’s spokesperson, this anti-gay group launched a campaign and urged J.C. 

Penny to fire Ellen DeGeneres because she is a lesbian. 

 On February 7, 2012 in the opening monologue of The Ellen DeGeneres Show, 

DeGeneres fired back at the One Million Moms that questioned her qualifications and 

advocated for replacing her as a spokesperson because of sexuality: 

I'm happy about (being the spokesperson), J.C. Penney is happy about it. But there's 

this group called One Million Moms that is not happy about it. And normally I try 

not to pay attention to my haters, but this time I'd like to talk about it because my 

haters are my motivators. This organization doesn't think I should be the 

spokesperson because I am gay. So for those of you tuning in for the first time, I'm 

gay. I hope you were sitting down. ... So they wanted to get me fired, and I'm proud 

and happy to say that J.C. Penney stuck by their decision to make me their 

spokesperson.48 

After two days, J.C. Penney CEO Ron Johnson authoritatively defended DeGeneres 

on CBS This Morning:  

We stand squarely behind Ellen as our spokesperson, and that's a great thing because 

she shares the same values that we do in our company. Our company was founded 

110 years ago on The Golden Rule, which is about treating people fair and square, 

just like you would like to be treated yourself.49 

One Million Moms had made DeGeneres’ sexuality a public debate in the media.  

After DeGeneres spoke of the controversy, thousands of comments were in support on 

her video of the TV show’s monologue on February 7th, 2012 on Youtube. Most 

responses agreed that sexual orientation has nothing to do with her position of a 

spokesperson; moreover, DeGeneres has done nothing controversial. For example, these 

following quotes represent their views of the anti-gay opposition: 
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marksasteven : Why should sexual orientation matter to other people? It's not like it's 

going to directly affect them in any way. It can offend them all they want, but it's not 

going to change homosexuality. The only thing it will change is how other people 

look at them and judge them. What happened to Christianity, now? I'm no Christian, 

but I thought Jesus taught his followers [sic] love and acceptance, not hatred. Let 

God be the judge once we die, not our peers. 

 

MusicLovinJesusFreak : Way to go Ellen! I a christian [sic] and I support you 100%. 

You are hilarious and your values and qualities are what a lot of people need but 

lack. Like if you think Ellen has more peace of mind than one million moms! :D 

[sic] 

 

Naturelover925 : I love Ellen, she simply cracks me up. [sic] I worked for J.C. 

Penney for awhile, I've seen the many different, interesting people come through 

there. Trust me, J.C.Penney [sic] isn't going to loose to many customers over this. 

Beside, Penneys [sic] choose Ellen, for the person she is, not because she is gay or 

straight. I'm a Christian and a mom. I have taught my children real Christian values, 

that a Christian is suppose spread love and acceptance. It's, “love thy neighbor”, not 

just the white, Christian, heterosexual ones [sic].  

 

Unsurprisingly, DeGeneres’ supporters are overwhelming everywhere visible. In 

BrandIndex News and Consumer, Ted Marzilli compared audience attitudes toward J.C. 

Penney and Kohls. Marzilli asked respondents: “If you've heard anything about the brand 

in the last two weeks, through advertising, news or word of mouth, was it positive or 
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negative?” The results shown that “JC Penney’s overall perception with its core 18 – 49 

female audience has charged past its closest rival, Kohls.”50 This shift is significant 

because fifteen years ago, DeGeneres’ coming out episode resulted in J.C Penney 

cancelling its sponsorship due to increasing conservative opposition. Considering the 

growing importance of the related relationship between advertisers and consumers, this 

time J.C. Penny chose not to drop DeGeneres’ partnership.   

The J.C. Penney controversy is more than a conflict of celebrity endorsement; it 

contains elements of homophobia, discrimination, and queer politics in American society. 

On February 7, 2012, after DeGeneres struck back at One Million Moms’ disapproval of 

her partnership with J.C. Penney on her talk show, she shared a video of a debate that 

featured that Bill O’Reilly, a conventional Fox News host51, defending DeGeneres 

against One Million Moms supporter Sandy Rios. 

Bill O’Reilly: “Is it right for any organization, liberal [or] conservative it doesn’t 

matter, to demand a company to fire a spokesperson who has done nothing legally 

wrong? Is that right?” 

 

Sandy Rios: (agreed with this conservative organization) “Private citizens they have 

something to say about how they feel about... I would say... in case of One Million 

Moms and people like me. Just because something is legal doesn’t mean it’s moral.”  

 

The issue of legal versus moral is debatable. Through social value reconstruction, some 

controversial issues such as birth control were once illegal and today are regarded as both 

legal and moral in the U.S. Has homosexuality always been morally wrong? In the U.S., 

networks and advertisers carefully avoid touching controversial topics, including 

homosexuality, due to the social values of the time. Although the issue of homosexuality 
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now seems to be ostensibly acceptable in the mainstream, it had been traveling on a long 

road because networks and audiences believed homosexuality was against morality on 

early television shows. The existing research suggests that early broadcasting had both 

positive and negative effects on the public’s attitudes toward underrepresented groups, 

including homosexuals. In the beginning, homosexuality was characterized as a deviation 

from heterosexual normative behavior and was regarded as a social problem through the 

media. Therefore, advertisers rarely introduced gay-related topics to the general 

population in order to escape the phobia of probable backlashes or successive boycotts.52  

However, tracing the development of a queer presence over four decades shows 

gradual progress and social change, though queer visibility is constrained by the 

heterosexual dominant media. In The Gay Market Goes Mainstream, the CEO of Prime 

Access, Howard Buford, contends, “If the 1970’s were about hedonism, the 80’s about 

activism, and the 90’s about visibility, the early 2000 years are all about equal 

participation” (2005, p. 22).53 Based on the movement of social change, homosexuality 

has been altered from a negative social problem in the U.S. to positively valued audiences 

and accessible media representations. To prevent being treated as second citizens, gay 

advocates interact with feminist and racial activists in order to legitimatize basic human 

rights and eliminate discrimination. Thus, going back to the J.C. Penney controversy, 

noticeably, Bill O’Reilly commented on human equality:  

“If you remember with the McCarthy era of the 1950s, they were trying to hunt 

down communist sympathizers and not let them work and put them on a blacklist… 

What is the difference between the McCarthy era communist blacklist in the ‘50s 

and the Million Moms saying, ‘Hey, J.C. Penney and all you other stores, don’t you 

hire any gay people. Don’t you dare.’ What is the difference?”54 
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His statement aroused more viewers’ discussions toward citizenship and sexuality. For 

instance: 

hr4014    : Let's give credit where credit is due. Bill O'reilly's [sic] standing up for 

equality and fairness here. THAT is true morality. Let's hope his remarks make 

certain others reexamine their own values.  

 

pohsideuhn: I would think that in this day and age adults would want to pass words 

of wisdom to children; …Didn't [sic] society learn anything from the civil rights 

movements? Women had to fight for their rights, as did African Americans, and any 

other visible minority, why are those people joining with the people who were 

against them in the past?  

 

184Films: I think that this whole thing is absolutely ridiculous… But to actually 

demand this person be fired... Is totally wrong...That has nothing to do with her 

[Ellen DeGeneres] sexual preferences. 

 

The equality of being a citizen as Bill O’Reilly claimed was not satisfactory with 

religious followers, Sandy Rios argued, “It isn’t about Ellen DeGeneres, but it’s about 

mainstreaming something that is not acceptable to Christian and traditional family 

people.”55 However, Rios’ religious statement resulted in more disagreements, for 

example:      

MrBadmeetsevil13: Why is religion brought into being a good person? I hate all 

religions and support equal rights for everybody while oblivious Catholics hate gays, 

how are you gonna [sic] take that piece of shit bible word for word anyway? Then 

go have 10 wives while your at it. Jesus said in a scripture that people should love 
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him more than their daughters brothers sisters and anyone else, if someone came up 

to me and said that I'd say fuck off, just like right now, fuck off Jesus and all you 

dumb Catholics. 

 

emilybeachgirl  Hey: Im a christian [sic]. I dont [sic] support gays because it is 

against my religion. However, I adore Ellen and I have friends That are gay [sic]. 

This is because they are good people. Just because someone is gay doesnt [sic] mean 

they are bad people and I understand that. I hate the sin, not the sinner. 

 

K5Jon: I certainly hope when a Conservative is in the news for being a spokesperson 

for a company and it's controversial that liberals step up to the plate to defend 

him/her like Bill did for Ellen. It's only fair, but then again liberals don't look at 

things as fair, they just want us to do as they say, not do as they do. As a 

Conservative I support Ellen for not backing down, she has a right to be a 

spokesperson for whomever she wants, it doesn't bother me one bit, nor should it 

bother anyone else. 

 

Focusing on this J.C. Penney controversy, In A Round of Applause for the ‘Million 

Moms’ and Their Anti-Gay Campaign… Seriously, a New York City writer and activist, 

Scott Wooledge claimed, “We can thank the One Million 40,000 Moms for kickstarting 

[sic] another round of conversation about what our “values” are. Ellen has long 

demonstrated in her career that "meanness" is not among hers... Her brand is as a “nice” 

comedian, someone who makes you laugh but never at the expense of others” (2012). In 

this traditional family value vs. liberal audience cultural war, do people really care about 

someone who is in partnership with J.C. Penney? Apparently, this person is not a big 
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deal. However, the deal is about being equal. It is not debatable that a person, an 

affiliation, or the society condemns one’s personal sexuality. The majority of respondents 

are concerned that the case of discrimination could happen to anyone of them. Since 

DeGeneres’ sexuality has not been an issue for many viewers, I wonder how audiences 

respond to her performance in the following J.C. Penney commercials.  

In the mainstream market, when advertisers launch advertisements to attract both 

heterosexuals and homosexuals, Danae Clark points out ‘code behavior,’ as a marketing 

policy, that exemplifies ambiguous gender performance without presenting fully 

homosexual contexts. An illustration “avoid[s] explicit references to heterosexuality by 

depicting only one individual or same-sexed individuals within the representational 

frame” (1995). Clark suggests, “If heterosexual consumers do not notice these subtexts or 

subcultural codes, then advertisers are able to reach the homosexual market along with 

the heterosexual market without ever revealing their aim” (1995, p.144). Ambiguousness, 

gayness, or queerness remains how viewers interpret images, depending on sexuality, 

cultural background, or knowledge. ‘Code behavior’ is in accordance with queer 

discourses claimed by Alexander Doty, media elaboration comes from queer perspective 

“rather than descriptions of how “gay or lesbians” respond to, use, or are depicted in 

mass culture” (1993, p. 3). As a queer representative, Ellen DeGeneres’ media narratives 

possibly embody ‘code behavior’ that expresses queerness.  

In the J.C. Penney commercials, few respondents are related to her sexual orientation, 

though J.C. Penney does not reveal DeGeneres’ lesbian identity by explicitly homosexual 

contexts. These comments are as follow:  
 
Gellani23cod: Ellen is a lesbian right?;  
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jrachelle13: Those commercials better come with a Viewer Warning prior to 

showing, Warning - Ellen is Gay." A news ticker should also run along the bottom 

during each playing, "Ellen DeGeneres is still gay...Ellen DeGeneres is gay." (I'm 

kidding. Love Ellen even though I'm not gay :) [sic]. 

 

Although some audiences do not know her sexuality, sexual orientation seems to be 

inoffensive. More discussions come from her commercial presentation. For example, 

some audiences indeed notice an ambivalent narrative in the “50’s Wake-up” 

commercial. The J.C. Penney “50’s Wake-Up” is a sarcastic commercial in which 

DeGeneres recalls an early 50’s scene. It begins with a woman who is thrilled to wake up 

a man, Joe, for Thanksgiving shopping. When this woman urges Joe to get ready for the 

sale in the morning, DeGeneres appears on another bed and says, “Have you lost your 

marbles? Why should we get up so early? Won’t the same thing be on sale later today?” 

In this commercial segment, some respondents are interested in their relationship. First, 

Estar10000 questions: “why do they sleep in different beds? lol.” [sic]; also, 

strawberryseason replies, “Funny how in the 1950s' shows the couples slept in separate 

single beds.” TheShastaMcNasty answers in detail:  

During the 50's is common practice for husband and wife to sleep in separate beds. 

The commercial is "mocking" I love Lucy a show from that period in which the 

main character Lucy and her husband Desi [sic] slept in separate beds. They only 

pushed the beds together when they thought it was babymaking [sic] time so to 

speak but that didn’t last long and the bed would be separate again the next night.  

From another point of view, saraherey states, “Because during "I Love Lucy" they had 

to sleep in different beds since they weren't married. It would have been very 

controversial to put them in the same bed.” Answers about their relationship seem to be 
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open-ended. This is what Suzanna Danuta Walters, in Consuming Queers: Advertising 

and The Gay Market, writes, “gayness remains in the eye of the beholders” (2001, p. 

245). Viewers can project their sexuality, knowledge background, or other audiences’ 

opinions to media interpretation. However, these audiences’ opinions are based on 

heteronormative lens to explain a counter-heterosexual behavior landscape. Doty argues, 

“When cultural texts encourage straight-identified audience members to express a less-

censored range of queer desire and pleasure than is possible in daily life, this “regression” 

has positive gender- and sexuality-destabilizing effects” (p. 15). Therefore, queerness 

comes from awkward media narratives. In the “50’s Wake-Up,” what is the relationship 

between a (likely) couple and DeGeneres? Are they colleagues who live in a dorm 

together? Or are they in polygamy? The anti-straightness is based on DeGeneres’ lesbian 

identity that deviates from privileged heteronormative discourses.      

In addition, in this J.C. Penney “50’s Wake-Up,” DeGeneres’ androgynous 

appearances are in a polarized disputation. Some viewers think that her old-fashion look 

is beautiful, while others confuse her over make-up. Joleine28: She looks so pretty!; 

MsPolita30: “Ellen looks GORGEOUS!”; baahhhFATALITY11: “SHE'S 54!?? So 

young looking!!!”; cyanure7: “Ellen looks very pretty in this commercial... the make up; 

suits her amazingly.”; Isabella95K: ellen [sic] looks so girlie and cute; Loony12989: I 

think that's the first time I have seen Ellen wear so much makeup! Lol [sic]; 

aruudawakening: omg i [sic] can't believe ellen's wearin [sic] falsies!; huxleyvertical : 

And she looks strangely amazing in her 50's drag!  

Discussions not only occur in her wearing makeup but also include DeGeneres’ outfits 

in another J.C. Penney TV commercial, “Western Coupons.” In this TV ad, DeGeneres 

who wears western cowboy style clothing amuses audiences by using coupons. 

Respondents bring on criticism about her clothes. ilovebobgunton: “Is she wearing a 
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skirt? Holy crap, the world is going to stop. She doesn't like men but wants to look like 

one. (50’s) Can someone please explain that?” Another audience, xxxxLetsRidexxxxx, 

writes,  

“Don't you get it? The reason their [sic] all shocked was because IT WASN'T 

CUSTOMARY FOR WOMEN TO WEAR PANTS AT THIS TIME. Ellen is 

a lesbian, and wearing pants at this time (1800's) was VERY CONTROVERSIAL 

AND OUTLANDISH” [sic]. 

Clothing functions as communication patterns when Fred Davis introduces novelist 

Alison Lurie’s comparison of appearance and communicative self-expression in Do 

Clothes Speak? What Makes Them Fashion?:  

“But what is the nature of the statements we make with our clothes, cosmetics, 

perfumes, and coiffures…In short, as the novelist Alison Lurie (1981) has recently 

claimed, though hardly demonstrated, is clothing not virtually a visual language, 

with its own distinctive grammar, syntax, and vocabulary?” (1992, p. 3).   

Through clothing and appearance, viewers indeed communicate with DeGeneres’ 

cultural discourse of beauty and sexuality. DeGeneres’ androgynous clothing, including 

both masculinity and femininity, symbolizes her lesbian identity as both a man and a 

woman. Queerness situates a narrative that audiences can’t identify her sex based on her 

gender performances. According to these comments, although a beautiful looking 

celebrity appeals to audiences’ attention, DeGeneres’ gender performance such as 

wearing makeup and clothes inclines more feminine through a heterosexual lens. A 

mannish beautiful woman wearing manly clothes seems to be too “queer” for audiences. 

However, DeGeneres’ androgynous appearance empowers a gender illusion for 

displaying a lesbian body. This lesbian body personifies queerness that presents an anti-

heteronormative performance.       
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Eventually, audiences are not concerned wtih DeGeneres’ sexuality in public. As 

DeGeneres told Diane Sawyer in 1998, “For me, this [coming out] has been the most 

freeing experience, because people can't hurt me anymore.”56 By investigating visibility 

of a queer representative in the media, I argue that Ellen DeGeneres empowers audiences 

to liberate a fixed social value system, while at the same time her visibility of media 

presence is portrayed, explained, and surrounded by filtered through a heteronormative 

lens.  
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Conclusion: The (Queer) Girl’s Look, Talk, and Power  

In 2011, in the midst of an interview on 7 Minutes In Heaven57, YouTube show host 

Mike O’Brien had a conversational game with DeGeneres. The game went that he asked 

DeGeneres a question and then she answered with the first word that came to mind.      

Mike O’Brien: Please say which of these adjectives applies to you, an activist?  

Ellen DeGeneres: Accidentally. 

The J.C. Penney controversy was not only a suddenly public debate in the media but 

also a media event in intersection with sexuality, queer visibility and politics. On March 

8th, 2012, in an interview with OneNewsNow.com, One Million Moms’ Director, Monica 

Cole, announced that One Million Moms abandoned their J.C. Penney boycott because 

“other issues require her group’s attention, so One Million Moms is moving on.”58 

Instantly, The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) spokesperson 

Herndon Graddick responded, “Turns out ‘one million’ anti-gay activists just can't 

compare to the millions more – moms, dads, sons and daughters alike – who agree with 

J.C. Penney that no person should be fired simply for being gay.”59 Fifteen years prior, 

however, DeGeneres was punished for publicly announcing her sexuality, “Yep, I am 

Gay.” From Ellen in 1997 to The Ellen DeGeneres Show in 2012, Ellen DeGeneres, as an 

influential television star, her career trajectory reveals a journey to explore how queer 

narratives, visibility, and politics are constructed in the mainstream media. 

In this thesis, based on an intersection with media’s mutually beneficial 

interdependency, I have shown that advertisers mainly aim at heterosexual consumers, 

while simultaneously avoid alienating homosexual markets. DeGeneres, as a queer 

representative, embodies a satirical token of homonormativity to negotiate 

heteronormative media discourses in The Ellen DeGeneres Show. Audiences, established 
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on egalitarianism, indulge in a moment of pleasure, sympathy, and liberation in relation 

to DeGeneres’ queer performance in the media. Of course, more issues are evident in 

DeGeneres’ talk show performances that deserve to be carefully discussed in future 

research. GLAAD spokesperson Herndon Graddick points out, “As a result of this [One 

Million Moms’ protest] failed attempt to oust Ellen, more people than ever are now 

speaking out against the injustices faced by hardworking LGBT Americans in the 

workplace.”60(cited source?) The J.C. Penney contradictory action in 2012 not only gives 

an opportunity to study queerness in the media but also has unexpectedly awoken a sense 

of challenging LGBT politics in the U.S. In light of the growing LGBT visibility in 

popular culture, I propose further theoretical perspectives to examine how U.S. media 

culture “accidentally” expresses, entertains, and empowers race, gender, and sexuality.    
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1	   In 1997, Ellen came out as a lesbian on Ellen not only making prime time television 

history, but also creating a media event in America. 1997.  

	  

2	   In 1994, DeGeneres incarnated the character, Ellen Morgan, on Ellen (a prime-time 

ABC television show, entitled These Friends of Mine for the first season). The story 

revolved around Ellen Morgan’s life with her quirky friends and family and earned 

respectable ratings in its first two seasons. In the midst of the third season, rumors about 

DeGeneres’s homosexuality circulated publicly.  

  
3 On January 25, 2012, J.C. Penney, one of the biggest American department stores, 

announced their partnership with Ellen DeGeneres. A few days later, an offshoot of the 

American Family Association, One Million Moms, boycotted J.C. Penney’s new decision 

because they think DeGeneres is gay. DeGeneres’ celebrity endorsement with J.C. 

Penney in relation to DeGeneres’ sexuality became a popular debating topic in the media.  

 
4 In 1997, DeGeneres played the character, Ellen Morgan, on Ellen. For DeGeneres, the 

character’s incarnation of situation comedy subconsciously led her to express sexuality 

on television. Ellen’s coming-out episodes was named “The Puppy Episode1 & 2” and 

the first one originally aired on ABC on April 30, 1997. Gay and lesbian organizations 

hosted “Come Out with Ellen” parties throughout the U.S. on the night of the episode 

(Steyn, p.49) 
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5 See One Million Moms.com. (2012, February 2). JC Penney offends traditional 

families again 

	  
6 See GLAAD (Ed.). (2012, March 8). Standupforellen and thank jcpenney for making 

the right choice. 

 
7	   See CBS This Morning. (2012, February 9). jcpenney CEO on Ellen DeGeneres 
Controversy	  
8 From 2004 to 2008, American Express launched a series of celebrity endorsement 

advertising, “My Life. My Card.” These campaigns featured celebrities including Robert 

DeNiro, Tiger Woods, Laird Hamilton, and Ellen DeGeneres in order to illustrate their 

snapshots of life. According to a report about American Express from the Harvard 

Business School, this advertising series “demonstrate[s] the company’s belief that 

American Express card members are exceptional people no matter where they live or 

what they do” (Quelch and Labatt, 2008). In the partnership between Ellen DeGeneres 

and American Express, there were four television commercials, including “Meditation,” 

“Ellen Dance,” “Ellen Works With Animals,” and “Ellen’s People.” In 2006, American 

Express launched DeGeneres’ television commercial advertisement, “Ellen Works With 

Animals.” This ad was created by Oglivy and Mather and featured that DeGeneres works 

with animals. It was a two-minute black-and-white commercial, which debuted in 

November 2006. In 2007, this commercial was awarded the Emmy Award for 

Outstanding Commercial. 

 
9 Since 2008, DeGeneres has begun partnering with CoverGirl Cosmetics. She became 
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the face of a series of marketing campaigns for Simply Ageless Foundation. This 

foundation was the latest product from Olay and CoverGirl. There were four CoverGirl 

TV commercials with DeGeneres, including “I Told CoverGirl (2009),” “Why So Mad 

(2010),” “Simply Ageless Year 3 (2011),” and “CoverGirl Tone Rehab (2012).” In the 

latest one, DeGeneres worked with Sofia Vergara, a TV sitcom actor, for CoverGirl 2-in-

1 New Foundation. 

 
10 In Spring 2012, DeGeneres rejoined and became the spokesperson for J.C. Penney. 

This partnership resulted in the previously mentioned controversy. After this controversy, 

J.C. Penney not only reclaimed their partnership with DeGeneres but also launched 

“Changing Room,” “Roman Returns,” “Western Coupons,” “Hat Pence No Pennies,” and 

“50’s Wake-Up,” five different theme commercials.   

 
11 Beyoncé is an African American singer and actress in the U.S.  

 
12 See guy . (n.d.). In Merriam-Webster . Retrieved from http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/guy 

 
13 See DOUBLE ENTENDRE . (n.d.). Literary Terms and Definitions.  

 
14 See Ferla, R. L. (2008, September 19). Like the makeup model, warts and all? The 
New York Times.  

15 See Can funny do pretty? Ellen as the new face of CoverGirl [A beauty article ]. (2008, 

September 16). 
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16 See Stanley, A. (2010, March 31). Ellen, ‘Idol’ and the power of niceness. The New 

York Times.  

 
17 Christie Brinkley is an American supermodel. She has been best known for her longest 

contract with CoverGirl since 1985. 

 
18 Molly Sims is an American model and actress. She partnered with CoverGirl from 

2002 to 2007.  

 
19 See Foltz, K. (1992, May 24). All about/cover girls; The look that sells is both girl-

next-door and celebrity. The New York Times. 

 
20 See Ferla, R. L. (2008, September 19). Like the makeup model, warts and all? The 

New York Times.  

 
21 According to Barbara Creed’s “Lesbian Bodies: Tribades, Tomboys, and Tarts,” 

narcissistic lesbian body is from her discourse that “A popular convention of fin-de-siecle 

painting, the cinema and fashion photography is the image of two women, posed in such 

a way as to suggest one is a mirror-image of the other, We see the image of the lesbian as 

narcissist in films about lesbianism.”… “Contemporary fashion images in magazines and 

shop windows also exploit the idea of female narcissism, using models dressed in similar 

clothes and similar poses- sometimes caught together in an embrace- to sell their products. 
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More overt forms of lesbian behavior (butch-femm displays) are now also used, 

particularly as many younger lesbians, who have rejected the lesbian refusal of fashion 

associated with the 1970s, opt to explore fashion possibilities” (p. 120) See, Creed, B. 

(1995). Lesbian bodies: tribades, tomboys, and tarts. In The strange of carnalities of 

feminism (pp. 111-124).  

 
22 See CBS This Morning. (2012, February 9). jcpenney CEO on Ellen DeGeneres 
controversy 

 
23See Kane, M. (Ed.). (2010, September 29). GLAAD's 15th annual where we are on TV 

report reveals a record high for LGBT characters, but faltering diversity stats on 

broadcast networks.  

 
24 See Rosales, J. (Ed.). (2009, October 1). GLAAD releases 14th annual where we are 

on TV study. 

 
25 See Brandadvisors (Ed.). (2012, February 27). brandadvisors leads production of 

jcpenney's Academy Awards commercials, featuring Ellen DeGeneres. 

 
26 See Ellen Degeneres interview 1998 part1 
	  
27 Ellen is a prime time ABC television show, entitled These Friends of Mine for the first 

season; it premiered in 1994. Ellen DeGeneres plays the main character, Ellen Morgan. 

The story revolved around Ellen Morgan’s life with her quirky friends and family and 
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earned respectable ratings in its first two seasons. In 1997, in the midst of the third 

season, rumors about DeGeneres’s homosexuality circulated publicly. 

	  
28 Bruce Handy, a Time magazine writer, points out that DeGeneres made a few 

inappropriate mistakes such as proving that she prefers using the word gay more 

frequently than lesbian because lesbian “sound[s] like somebody with some kind of 

disease” (1997, p. 79). Another crucial question about the effects of the episode was 

asked in the Time article: “Does Ellen Morgan’s coming out in what is still our mass[est] 

medium legitimize homosexuality, or does the sponsorship of a bottom-line business like 

ABC merely reflect its acceptance by a significant portion of the population? Clearly, the 

answer is both” (Handy, 1997, p. 78).   

 
29 After the successful “Puppy Episode,” critics and audience members questioned 

Ellen’s sustainability and how the storyline of lesbianism would continue in the next 

season. Although the show was renewed, ABC canceled it after one more season because 

of plummeting ratings (Cagle, 1998). DeGeneres criticized that the network did not 

actively promote the sitcom (Gilbert 1998). But ABC’s president, Robert A. Iger, 

defended the network in a statement about the show’s failure because Ellen “became a 

program about a character who was gay every single week, and that was too much for 

people” (Huff, 1998, p.77). In addition, the network felt threatened by comments from 

television critics and commentators (Tucker, 1998). According to one critical 

commentary in a gay publication (later republished in The Globe and Mail), Rachel Giese 

noted, “The ironic truth is that Ellen (either one) was more interesting before she was 
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out” (1997, C2). Although DeGeneres won an Emmy for best comedy writing in 1997, 

ultimately ABC announced the demise of the sitcom. 

 
30 In this thesis, I chose the official Youtube channel of The Ellen DeGeneres Show as a 

main resource site. Focusing on the Ellen Show Youtube channel made it not only easier 

to receive original television shows but also to collect feedback from audiences for a 

further study in chapter 3, though this would be the research limitation.  

     
31 According to a report of Cyberbulling Research Summary, Sameer Hinduja and Justin 

W. Patchin mention a finding of LGBT bullying from Gay, Lesbian, and Straight 

Educational Network (GLSEN): “They found that 9 out of 10 LGBT students has been 

harassed at school during the past year” (2011, P. 1).  See Hinduja, S., & Patchin, J. W. 

(Eds.). (2011). Cyberbullying research summary: Bullying, cyberbullying, and sexual 

orientation. 
32 In this thesis, I focus the role of Ellen DeGeneres’ communication patterns in the 

gendered, sexual, and political construction of her performances in The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show from October 1ST, 2010 to February 28th, 2012.  

 

33	   In April 2002, the president of Warner Bros. Domestic Television Distribution, Dick 

Robertson, announced that DeGeneres had signed to host a daily talk show with Warner 

Bros. Jim Paratore explained the reasons for targeting DeGeneres: “Ellen has the 

intelligence, comedic skills and mainstream sensibilities to create a unique daytime 

television franchise” and “There are not many people who can do this kind of show 
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(Tracy, 2005, p. 324). 

	  

34	   On September 8, 2003 The Ellen DeGeneres Show premiered on NBC and garnered 

positive reviews and audience responses (Tracy). Regarding DeGeneres’s comeback 

popularity, Paratore replied, “I knew if we could get her on the air, viewers would see 

what her humor is all about... It shows she’s succeeding because she’s a talent. Viewers 

know she’s gay, but it doesn’t matter. She’s good. Now it’s a sweet victory for us all” 

(Tracy, p.335). According to early rating reports, among all talk shows only The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show and Oprah increased viewership by more than thirty seven percent in 

their second season (Tracy, 2005).	  

 
35 See Tennant, T., ‘The Ellen DeGeneres Show’ an overview [Fast Facts ].  

 
36 See Sneak peek at Ellen's Chicago monologue [A Youtube video]. (2010, October 21).  

 
37 "Somewhat Special Special" was a stand-up performance that Ellen DeGeneres 

performed in Chicago Theater on June 27, 2010  

 
38 See Ellen supports Spirit day [A Youtube video]. (2011, October 20).  

 
39 See Ellen addresses her JCPenney critics [Video file]. (2012, February 7). 

 
40 See TV ACRES.com (Ed.). TV ACRES.com  
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41 See See TV ACRES.com (Ed.). TV ACRES.com  

 
42 See Chely Wright's emotional coming out story [A Youtube Video]. (2010, October 

20).  

 
43 See Jesse Tyler Ferguson's new double dream hands dance [A Youtube video]. (2011, 

January 31). 

 
44 See Darren Criss sings for Ellen! [A Youtube video]. (2011, February 2). 

 
45 See The Ellen DeGeneres Show. (2010, October 19). Anti-bullying messages [Online 

forum message]. 

 
46 The Gay 90s [Special issue]. (1995, September 8). Entertainment Weekly. 

 
47 See One Million Moms.com. (2012, February 2). JC Penney offends traditional 

families again [Online forum message] 

	  
48 See Ellen addresses her JCPenney critics [Video file]. (2012, February 7). 

 
49 See CBS This Morning. (2012, February 9). jcpenney CEO on Ellen DeGeneres 

controversy [Video file]. 

50	   Before the One Million Moms’ boycott, J.C. Penney had lagged behind Kohls. After 
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the controversy, participants in this survey instantly changed their attitudes and kept more 

positive on J.C. Penney (2012). See Marzilli, T. (2012, February 15). Despite Degeneres 

storm JC Penney pulls ahead of Kohl's. Retrieved from BrandIndex News and Consumer 
51 See TheEllenShow. (2012, February 8). Ellen thanks Bill O'Reilly [Video file]. 

 
52 Stephen Tropiano examines representations of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender 

characters in television programming from 1954 to 2002 in order to investigate the 

medium’s portrayals of gay-related issues (2002). Tropiano identifies Confidential File 

(1953-1958), a weekly Los Angeles local tabloid talk show of the mid-1950s, as the first 

show to discuss the topic of homosexuality on television. It usually consisted of a fifteen-

minute filmed documentary, followed by a fifteen-minute live interview associated with 

the topic. He states that at that time, it was a transgressive and taboo subject because 

homosexuality did not obey the natural laws of reproduction and rules of moral behavior. 

Other early talk shows, Donahue (1967) and The Oprah Winfrey Show (1984), debated 

issues of homosexuality with panels of experts through round-table discussions (p. 2). 

Many questions were argued in this forum such as “What makes someone a homosexual?” 

“Can he/she be cured?” “Is homosexuality immoral?” “Should it be legal?” Tropiano 

argues that this forum of issue-debating addressed homosexuality as a social problem and 

brought homosexuality out in the open on television. Homosexuality has been marked 

with this stigma in society; therefore, owing to corporate interests, advertising agencies 

have been wary of gay-implicated advertisement and even purposefully ignored it. 

Therefore, Homosexuals have become a minority group within an invisible demographic 

and have undergone cruel condemnation by the public for decades. 
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53 Howard founded Prime Access in 1990 as a full-service agency providing advertising 

and marketing communications services that target African American, Hispanic and gay 

(LGBT) consumers.  

 
54 See Hell just froze over: Bill O'Reilly defending Ellen DeGeneres - YouTube.flv 

[Video file]. (2012, February 8). 

 

55	   See Hell just froze over: Bill O'Reilly defending Ellen DeGeneres - YouTube.flv 

[Video file]. (2012, February 8). 

 
56 See Ellen Degeneres interview 1998 part1 [Video file]. & Ellen Degeneres interview 

1998 part2 [Video file].  

 
57 7 Minutes In Heaven, a Youtube channel, is hosted by Mike O’Brien. It features that 

O’Brien invites celebrities into his closet for an interview.  

	  
58 See Bumpas, B. (Ed.). (2012, March 8). OMM done with JC Penney.  

 
59 See Adam, S. (Ed.). (2012, March 8). You did it! 'ONE MILLION MOMS' abandons 

call for Ellen to be fired, says group is "moving on. 
60 See Adam, S. (Ed.). (2012, March 8). You did it! 'ONE MILLION MOMS' abandons 

call for Ellen to be fired, says group is "moving on." 
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